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I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D S U M M A R Y 
In this thesis we develop a Fourier theory for functions Qp —+ Cp, where 
Qp is the field of the p-adic numbers and Cp is the completion of the algebraic 
closure of Qp. 
In the 'classical' case, the Fourier transform ƒ* of a complex valued function 
ƒ on the set of the real numbers is defined by the formula 
-(*):=ƒƒ(<)« e-,xtdt, 
where ƒ is the Lebesgue integral. 
If, in the same spirit, we want to define the Fourier transform of, say con­
tinuous, Cp-valued functions ƒ on Qp, we are faced with the problem that no 
translation invariant integral exists for such ƒ (4.1). However, it is possible to 
define the Volkenboni integral, which is a continuous linear mapping 
Jf(t)dt 
on the space of all continuously differentiable functions on Qp that are zero at 
infinity (see below). Although not translation invariant, it has the reasonable 
property that the functions 
J f(s + i)dt- f f(t)dt 
are continuous on Qp and depend only on ƒ ' . 
The Fourier transform 'f of a suitable continuously differentiable function 
ƒ on Qp is then defined by (9.4) 
7(x):= Jma(xt)dt, 
where α is a fixed non-trivial character with open kernel and values in Cp. 
As a consequence of the peculiar properties of the Volkenborn integral, the 
Fourier theory on Qp differs largely from the classical one, if it were only for 
the fact that the former is a theory of continuously differentiable functions. But 
there is a lot more: striking examples are the non-injectivity of the Fourier 
transformation (section 14) and the asymptotic behaviour of Fourier transforms 
( lim | 7 ( « ) | = sup{|/'(<)| : < G Qp}, see 11.2). 
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The integration theory mentioned above is developed in chapter II: for an 
integrable function ƒ on Qp, we define its integral by (8.1, 8.2) 
ƒ f(t)dt :=
 nlim ƒ fÇp-nZp(t)dt, 
where £p-»z is the characteristic function of ρ n Zp, Zp is the ring of p-adic 
integers, and 
, p"+ è- i 
/ ftp-~z,(t)dt := lim ρ"* J ] /(i-ρ-). 
^ ¿=ο 
The integrable functions form a closed subspace of the set of all continuously 
differentiable functions and the integral is a continuous linear function on this 
space (8.9). For an integrable function ƒ and each s G Qp, the functions 
LJ:t^f(t + s) {teQp) 
and 
MJ:t^ f(ts) (t G Qp) 
are integrable (8.6, 8.7) and 
ƒ L, f(t)dt = J f(t)dt + 50o(/')(s) (s G Qp). 
Here Soo is a natural generalization of the indefinite sum operator S on the 
space of all continuous functions on Zp (Schikhof 2). We devote chapter I to 
this operator, listing its main properties in theorem 3.4. 
Chapter III is the heart of the monograph. In section 9 we define the Fourier 
transformation 
where ƒ is a Fourier transformable function on Qp and ~f is as above. We show 
that the space of all Fourier transformable functions is a closed subspace of the 
set of all integrable functions (11.4) and that it contains all characters with open 
kernel and all continuously differentiable functions with compact support (9.6, 
9.7). It is closed under the transformations L, and M, (11.5). The Fourier 
transform 'f is zero at infinity if and only if ƒ' = 0 (11.2, 11.3), but "ƒ = 0 does 
not imply ƒ = 0 (section 14). In section 15 we introduce the convolution * with 
the property that "(ƒ * g) = "ƒ · 'g and in section 13 it is shown that for fast 
Fourier transformable functions, i.e. functions ƒ of which the Fourier transforms 
of the restrictions to p - n Z p converge rapidly to "ƒ, we have 
""ƒ(*) = ƒ(-«)· 
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In chapter IV certain spaces of fast Fourier transformable functions are 
investigated. They turn out to be Banach algebras with respect to both convo-
lution and pointwise multiplication, the Fourier transformation being an algebra 
ismorphism (19.8). 
We have tried to present an elegant, clear and self-contained theory. Where 
we had to choose between general but technical results and more limited but 
direct ones, we have opted for the latter. 
In this context the notes are of importance. They contain information 
about more general cases, related matters and aspects of the theory which are 
interesting, but too detailed or too far off from the main body of the exposition. 
N O T A T I O N S A N D P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
0.1 By Ν, Ζ, Q and R we denote the set of all non-negative integers, integers, 
rational and real numbers, respectively. For any two real numbers a and 6, α V 6 
is the maximum of α and b. 
0.2 For any prime number p, Qp is the field of the p-adic numbers and Cp is the 
completion of the algebraic closure of Qp. The valuation on Cp is denoted | |. 
Zp := {s € Qp : \s\ < 1} (p-adic integers) and Tp := {s G Qp : |s| = 1}. 
0.3 Let X С Qp. Then ξχ is the Cp-valued characteristic function of X with 
domain Qp. For any function ƒ on Qp, f\x is the restriction of ƒ to X. Unless 
the context suggests otherwise, functions on Qp are Cp-valued. 
0.4 Translat ion and di latat ion 
Let ƒ be a function defined on Qp and let s G Q P . Then L, ƒ and M, f are the 
functions on Qp defined by 
LJ(t):=f(s + t) (<GQp), 
M,f(t) := f (si) (t G Qp), 
respectively. 
0.5 Let ƒ be a Cp-valued function on a topological space X. Then 
| | / | | o : = s u p { | / ( z ) | : * G Ä ' } . 
The space of all bounded continuous functions X —• Cp is a Banach space with 
norm || ||o. 
0.6 Differentiability (See Schikhof 2.) 
Let X be an open part of Qp and let ƒ be a Cp-valued function on X. 
The nth difference quotient Φ
η
 ƒ of ƒ is defined inductively by 
Φο/ := ƒ 
and for each positive integer η 
Φ η / ( 2 ΐ , < 2 . · · · І І П - 1 І І П > Л І + І ) 
:= (tn-tn+i)-ï{<èn-if(ti,t2,---,tn-l,tn)-Qn-lf(tl,t2,...,tn-l,tn+l)}, 
where ti,Ì2, • • • ,<n+i G X are such that ι φ j implies t, φ tj. 
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The function ƒ is continuously differentiable if ƒ and Φ! ƒ have a bounded contin­
uous extension on X, resp. X2. It is Jk times continuously differentiable (lb G Ν) 
if for each t G {0,1,. . . , ib} the function Φ< ƒ has a bounded continuous extension 
Φ,·/ on Xi+1. (Notice that such an extension is unique.) 
0.7 Spaces of differentiable functions 
Let X be an open part of Qp and let lb be a positive integer. 
For а к times continuously differentiable function ƒ on X we set 
| | / I U : = | | 5 o / | | o V | | 5 i / | | o V . . . V | | ¥ 4 / | | o . 
The space of all lb times continuously differentiable functions on AT is a Banach 
space with norm || ||t (Schikhof 1). 
As for a lb times continuously differentiable function f on X 
££(<) = і й і Я М . · · · , < ) (i€{h2,...,k}, t€X), 
it follows that the space of all Jk times continuously differentiable functions with 
zero derivative is closed in the space of all lb times continuously differentiable 
functions. 
0.8 Differentiable functions with compact support 
Let ib be a positive integer. The closure of the space of all к times contin­
uously differentiable functions on Qp that have compact support is the space 
.BCo(Qp) of all ib times continuously differentiable functions ƒ on Qp such that 
Фо fi Φι/ι · ч Φ* ƒ are zero at infinity (Borm 6, appendix A). 
C h a p t e r I 
T H E I N D E F I N I T E SUM 
1. In t roduct ion : t h e indefinite sum on Zp 
1.1. Let ƒ be a continuous function on Zp. 
There exists a continuous function S f on Zp such that for each positive integer 
m 
m - l 
(1) 3Ητη):=Σ Λ*")· 
5 / is uniquely determined by (1), as the positive integers are dense in Zp. For 
its existence we refer to Schikhof 2, where it is also shown that 
(2) S/(0) = 0, 
and 
(3) s/(« + i ) - s / ( . ) = /W (seZp). 
From (1) and (3) it follows that the operator S is a linear isometry from the 
space of all continuous functions on Zp into itself. 
1.2 Examples. 
i. Let ƒ : Z p —• Qp be defined by 
ƒ(*) := s (se Zp). 
Then for m € N\{0} 
m — 1 -
Sf{m)=Yii=-m(m-l), 
¿=o г 
so by continuity 
(4) 5/(*) = i « (
e
- l ) ( s e Z p ) . 
ii. The above example is a special case of the following. 
For each η G Ν, let e„ be the function on Zp defined by 
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Then for each η G N 
(6) e
n + 1 (0) = 0 
(7) β
Β + 1 ( β + 1 ) - β η + 1 ( β ) = βΒ(*) ( β € Ζ ρ ) , 
and one easily deduces that 
(8) e
n + 1 = 5e„. 
(Note that the sequence eo,ei, . . . is an algebraic base for the space of the poly­
nomial functions on Zp. It is also a Schauder base for the space of all continuous 
functions on Zp: the Mahler base. See Schikhof 2 for details.) 
1.3. In the same spirit we define indefinite sum operators S
n
, acting on functions 
with support in p - " Z p (section 2) and Soo, acting on functions on Qp (section 
3). 
2. T h e indefinite sum on ρ - η Ζ ρ 
2.1. Definition. 
Let ƒ be a continuous function on Qp and let η be a positive integer. 
If ƒ has its support in Zp, then 
S0f(s) := Sf(s) (s G Z p) 
S0f{s) := 0 ( s e Qp\Zp). 
If ƒ has its support in p _ " Z p , then 
S„f := Mp~SoMp-*f. 
2.2. Proposit ion. 
Let η be a non-negative integer and ¡et f be a continuous function on Qp with 
support in p~nZp. Then 
i. S„f{m) = " f c - 1 ƒ (»>- ) (mp" G N\{0}), 
»=o 
ii. Snf(s) = Q (s G Qp\p-"ZP) , 
Hi. snm = 0, 
iv. ||5rJ||o = ||Л|о, 
v. S
n
f(s) = S
m
f(s) for au s G p - n Z p and m > п. 
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Proof. The statements i-iv are obvious. 
Inspection shows that 5 „ / and S
m
f coincide on {»p-" : t G Ν } . As the latter 
set is dense in p - n Z p we have (by continuity) that £„ƒ(«) = 5
m
/ ( s ) for all 
sGp- n Zp. 
3. The indefinite sum on Qp 
3.1. Let ƒ be a continuous function on Qp that is zero at infinity and let k, n, m 
be positive integers such that Jfe < η < m. Then (2.2) 
l|íp-*Zp{Sm(/íp--Z,) - S„(/{p-»Z,)}l|0 
= I l íp-Zp^mí/V-Z, ) -SmUÍp-*Zr))\\* 
< | |5m( / íp--z, -/Ép-zF)l |o 
(9) < | | / Í P - - Z , \ P - « Z J | O 
Clearly the sequence η ι-> Sn(fÇp-*z ) (η G Ν) converges uniformly on com­
pact subsets of Qp, and the following makes sense. 
3.2. Definition. 
Let ƒ be a continuous function on Qp that is zero at infinity. Then 
5oo/ := Hm 5n(/Çp-«zJ· 
η—ЮО
 r
 ' 
3.3. Obviously Soof is continuous and for each m G Qp with the property that 
mp* G N\{0} for large Jfe G N, 
m p " - l 
(10) S*, f(m) = Urn Σ ƒ(*>-") (2.2.І) 
n
- '
0 0
 ·=0 
3.4. Theorem. (See also note N.3.4.) 
Let f be a continuous function on Qp that is zero at infinity. Then 
i· ί ρ - ζ , · 5со(Яр-»г,) = S„(/£p-.z,) (" € Ν), 
ii. 500/(0) = 0, 
ІІІ. SooMpf = MpSoof, 
iii. HS«»/Ho = ||/||o. 
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Proof. The statements i, ii and iii are immediate consequences of 2.2 and (10). 
Of course US» ƒ ||o < || ƒ ||o. 
To show that ||5oo/||o > l|/l|o. we may assume that ƒ φ 0, so there exists a 
positive integer η such that 
(i i) II/ÍQ,\P-Z,IIO<II/IIO. 
Then 
(12) ||5оо(Яс
Л
р-.
г
,)11о < | |/ÍQ,\p-z f Ho < ||/||o. 
On the other hand, by (11), 2.2.iv and (i) 
ll/llo = ІІЯр-zJlo 
= HS«(/v-zF)l|o 
= ||ίρ-»Ζ1>5Όο(/ίρ-'«Ζρ)||θ 
(13) < | |5oo(«p-z F )l |o · 
Hence 
||5οο/||ο = | |Soo(/V-z,)llo (12), (13) 
> Ι | ί ρ - ζ , · 5 ~ ( / ί ρ - ζ , ) Ι Ι ο 
> ||5„(/ -2,)І|о (ί) 
> Ι Ι Λ Ρ - Ζ , | | Ο (2.2.iv) 
> Il/Ilo- (il) 
3.5. Example. 
We calculate 5oo/, where ƒ = ξζ,-
i. Let m G N. Then (3.4.І, 2.2.І) 
(14) 5βο/(πι) = So/(m) 
m - l 
= Σ /(о 
1 = 0 
(15) = m. 
ii. Let m G Qp\Zp be such that there exist n,fc G N\{0} and 
a, G {0,1,... , p - 1} (г G Ζ), where 
ib 
(16) m= 53 "•Ρ'· 
ι = — η 
a-η Φ 0. 
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Then (3.4.І, 2.2.І) 
Soof (m) = S
n
f(m) 
mp"-l 
(17) = Σ /(V'")· 
so Soo ƒ("») is equal to the number of multiples of fP in {0,1,. . . , mpn — 1}. 
We have 
к 
m p n - l = p " ( X ; a , p ' - p - " ) 
к -1 
(18) = ρ η ( Σ > , ρ » + 2 α , ρ ' + (a_
n
 - l ) p - n ) ( 
ι=0 «=-n+l 
SO 
к k 
(19) Pn(5>,p') < mp" - 1< pn(X;a,p' + 1). 
1=0 t=0 
к 
Hence {0,1,. . . , mp" — 1} contains ^З ^ P ' + 1 multiples of p n , and 
i = 0 
(20) SooHm) = Ε αιΡ* + 1 (17) 
1=0 
iii. As (15) and (20) are expressions for the restriction of Soof to a dense subset 
of Qp, we obtain: 
Let s G Qp be written in the standard p-adic expansion 
s = Σ
 α
»Ρ' (α, G {0,1 , . . . ,ρ-1} , α_, = 0 for large i). 
I = —OO 
Then 
(21) Soof{s) = s i f s G Z p , 
oo 
(22) Soo f (в) = £ > , p ' + 1 if s G Qp\Zp. 
«=0 
Notice that Soof(p~n) = 1 for each η £ Ν, so S«,ƒ is not zero at infinity. 
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Chapter II 
INTEGRATION 
4. Introduction: the Volkenborn integral on Ъ
р 
4.1. Let F be a linear function on the space of all polynomial functions on Zp 
that is translation invariant, i.e. for all £ € Zp and each polynomial function ƒ 
on Zp 
(23) FLJ = Ff. 
By example 1.2.ІІ we have for such ƒ, that S f and L\ S f are also polynomial 
functions. But then 
Ff=FL1Sf- FSf (3) 
= 0 , (23) 
so F = 0: a translation invariant linear function on the space of all polynomial 
functions on Zp is trivial. Clearly the prospects of defining a translation invariant 
integral on the class of all continuous or even all continuously differentiable 
functions on Zp are bleak. 
4.2. Nevertheless, Tomás (Bruhat 1) considered the following. 
Let ƒ be a function on Zp. For each positive integer к we have the partition 
of Z p consisting of cosets of ρ*Ζρ. By choosing representatives x,·,* € » + P^Zp 
(i G { 0 , 1 , . . . , p* — 1}) we obtain a sequence of Riemann sums 
p k - i 
1=0 
The function ƒ is A-integrable if this sequence converges to a value 1(f), irre-
spective of the choice of the representatives ХІ^. 
It immediately follows that I is translation invariant, and that polynomial func­
tions are not Я-integrable. 
4.3. Volkenborn therefore (Volkenborn 1,2), weakened the condition for integra-
bility by selecting special representatives Xj^: 
A continuous function ƒ on Zp is Volkenborn integrable if the sequence 
Pk-i 
к -> Ρ'* Σ /(о (*G N ) 
• = 0 
И 
converges. Then 
г
 рк
-
1 
è №dt := lim p-k V ƒ(,) = lim p-kSf(pk) 
J
 ^
0 0
 ыо *-
,
~ 
is the Volkenbom integral of ƒ. 
4.4. Now all polynomial functions, even all continuously differentiable functions 
on Zp turn out to be Volkenbom integrable. 
For a continuously differentiable function ƒ on Zp we have (Schikhof 2, section 
55) 
(24) Ι^ΛΟΛΙ^ΙΙ/ΙΙονρΙΐΦχ/ΙΙο, 
(25) ¿f(s + t)dt=if(t)dt + S(f')(S) (aeZp), 
(26) ff(-t)dt = fmdt + f'(0), 
(27) £ƒ is continuously differentiable, * f(t)dt = (5/) ' (0). 
Finally, let ƒ be defined by 
7(8) = f(s) (s G Zp) 
7(s) = 0 (se Qp\Zp). 
Then (24) yields 
(28) | ƒ f(t)dt\ < || ƒ Ho V рЦФі /По < рЦФЛіо. 
4.5. Examples. 
i. Let η G N. Then 
P k - i 
^pnZp(t)dt = ¿ m p-fc С ípnZp(¿) 
1=0 
= lim р-*р*-" 
(29) = p - n . 
ii. Let η G Ν, and let Θ be a primitive p"th root of unity in Cp. We set 
ƒ : Zp - Cp by 
ƒ(*) = <©' ( t e z , ) . 
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Κτι = 0: 
Ρ*-ι (30) á/(i)* = lim ρ"* ¿ i = lim ί(ρ* - 1) = - ì . 
J i-»oo Г - ' i-»oo Ζ Ζ 
1=0 
If η > 0 : 
f f(t)dt = lim ρ"4 Χ] ¿θ' 
= lim ρ-*(θ - 1)-2{(рк - l )0P f c + 1 - ρ*ΘΡ* + 0 } 
к—»со 
(31) = ( θ - ΐ ) - 1 . 
4.6. In the next sections we introduce an integral on Qp, that 'extends' the 
Volkenborn integral in a natural way. (See also note N.4.6.) 
5. Integrat ion on compact subsets of Qp 
5.1. Let ƒ be a continuously dinerentiable function on Qp that has compact 
support. For each it; € N we have a partition of Qp in cosets of p*Zp, and a 
Riemann sum 
p m - l p ' , - l p m + * - l 
(32) ρ"* Σ £ л і р - т + 0 = р-* Σ nip-m) = p-ks,nñPk), 
where m G N is such that the support of ƒ is contained in p - m Z p . 
Obviously the sequence η t-» p~kS
n
f(pk) is constant for large n, so we find 
another expression for the Riemann sum above: 
(33) p-kS
m
f(pk) = lim p-kS
n
f{pk) 
η—юо 
= p-kS0>f{pk)-
As in (or from) the theory of the Volkenborn integral on Zp, it can be shown 
that the sequence ifc ι—» p~kSo0f(pk) converges and we set (compare 4.3): 
5.2. Definition. 
Let ƒ be a continuously differentiable function on Qp with compact support. 
Then 
[/№:= lim р-*5ооЛР*)· 
J fc-»oo 
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From 4.4 one deduces easily: 
5.3. Lemma. 
Let f be a. continuously differentiaWe function on Qp with compact support. 
Tien S«)/ is continuousiy differentiable, ƒ f(t)dt = (5
o o
/) '(0) and 
i· l / / ( < ) * l < p | | * i / l l o , 
ii. ƒ f(s + t)dt = ƒ f(t)dt + Sooi/')(*) ( · G Qp). 
iii. Jf(-t)dt = Jf(t)dt + f'(Q). 
5.4. For a continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp that has its support in 
J f(t)dt = f f\zp(t)dt. 
Zp 
6. Integra t ion on Qp: pseudo-integrable functions 
6.1. We extend the integral defined in 5.2 to a space of functions whose support 
is not necessarily compact: the class of the pseudo-integrable functions (6.2). In 
example 6.4 we show that translates of pseudo-integrable functions may not be 
pseudo-integrable. Thus, in section 8 we introduce the subclass of the integrable 
functions, which is closed under translations. 
6.2. Definition. 
A continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp is pseudo-integrable if 
J f{t)dt := Jjim J/ν-ζ,(ί)Λ 
exists. 
6.3. R e m a r k s . 
i. It is obvious that the integral above is indeed an extension of the integral 
defined in 5.2 and that 
P - + 1 - I 
(35) / mdi = lim lim ρ"* V / ( ί ρ - ) . 
J
 ¿=0 
As a consequence all continuously differentiable functions on Qp that have com-
pact support are pseudo-integrable. If such a function has its support in, say, 
p - m Z p for certain 7?i £ N, then 
/
p " * + f c - l 
mdi = lim p-k Σ f(ip-m). 
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ii. Prom Lemma 5.3 one easily deduces that for a pseudo-integrable function ƒ, 
also M-if is pseudo-integrable and | f f(t)dt\ < ρ| |Φι/| |ο (5.3.in,i). No state­
ment the spirit of 5.3.ІІ holds however, as the following example shows. 
6.4 Example, (ƒ is pseudo-integrable, Lif is not pseudo-integrable.) 
For each m G N we have by (36) and (32) 
p»+*_l 
/tep--+zF(i)«ft=fon ρ"* Σ ,'P"%-"+zF(»'p"m) 
p » - l 
= limp-*X;(p-m-|-j) 
(37) = P " m + Ì 
Let 
m ••= Σ С - Р"
т
 - 5)V»+z,(<) (* e Qp). 
m = l ¿ 
Then for η G Ν: 
/ 
П
Р
-ч,№ = ¿ ( ρ - + ì - ρ— - i) = 0, (37) 
m = l 
so ƒ is pseudo-integrable. 
But 
/ Li/ίρ-ζ,(<)Λ = ¿ ƒ (ί + 1 - Ρ""* - |)ίρ-+ζ,(*)Λ 
= Σ 1 (37) 
m = l 
= 71, 
so L i / is not pseudo-integrable. 
6.5. Example. (The integral of a character.) 
Let α be a (continuous) Cp-valued character on Qp. Then α is continuously 
differentiable. (See Schikhof 2, sections 32 and 33 for details about characters.) 
i. We calculate ƒ aÇp-nz (t)dt. 
If α is constant on p - n Z p , then 
/ «ίρ--ζ,(0Λ = .um ρ"* V 1 
• =0 
(38) = p" 
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If α is not constant on p~nZp, 
I e í p - z , ( 0 * = Hm ρ"* Τ] a(ip-n) 
= Ä , r * 
= ( « ( ? • " ) • 
= ИР-")-
І = 0 
α ( ρ 1 ) - 1 
α(ρ—) - 1 
-1)- 1 « '^) 
- l)-Mog(e(l)), (39) 
where log is the p-adic logarithm (Schikhof 2). 
ii. As the sequence η t-* (a(p~n) — I ) - 1 diverges, it follows from (38) and (39) 
that α is pseudo-integrable if and only if Q ( 1 ) is a root of unity, which is the 
case if and only if α has an open kernel. Then obviously 
(40) ía(t)dt = 0. 
7. Intermezzo: translation and dilatation 
7.1. In preparation of section 8, we estimate 
\fLJ(t)dt -ff(t)dt\ and \¡MJ(t)dt - ¡f(t)dt\ (7.2 and 7.5). 
7.2. Proposition. 
Let s G Qp and iet f be a continuously differentiable function on Qp such that 
ƒ and Lgf are pseudo-integrable. Then 
\jLJ(t)dt-jf(t)dt\<\\f%. 
Proof. By 5.3.ІІ and 3.4.iv 
\Jl>.№p-z,)№- J ftp-z,(t)dt\ < unió. 
Then also for large η 
\J(L,fKp-»z,(t)dt- J ftp-nZp(t)dt\ < ll/'llo, 
as L,Çp-nZr = ξ
ρ
-ηζ
ρ
 for s G p _ " Z p . 
The proposition follows by taking limits. 
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In order to deal with dilatation, we need two lemmas on functions with compact 
support. 
7.3. Lemma. 
Let ƒ be a continuousiy differentiable function on Qp that has compact support. 
Then the mapping 
s h- M J (s £ Tp) 
is continuous in the sense that 
lim \\Mtf - M,/ | | i = 0. (See 0.7.) 
Proof. It suffices to prove continuity at 1. 
Choose m 6 N such that ƒ has its support in X := p - m Z p . 
As X2 and X 3 are compact, the mappings 
(s,t)^M,f(t) = f(st) 
(s, t, u) h-> ΦιΜ, /(t, u) = «Φι f (st, su) 
are uniformly continuous. So for each e > 0 we can find δ > 0, such that s 6 Tp, 
|s — 1| < 6 and t,u£ X, implies 
(41) \Μ.№-№\<ε, 
(42) І Ф і А Г . / М Ь ^ і / М ^ е . 
If s G Tp, |s - 1| < 6, t G Clp\X and и e Qp, u # t, it follows that 
(43) | Μ , / ( ί ) - / ( < ) | = 0, 
(44) |ΦιΜ,/(t, ti) - Φι/(<, ti)| < |ί - u\-l\Mtf{u) - f(u)\ < ε, 
as |t - u| > 1 if u G X and M, f(u) - /(u) = 0 if u G Qp\X. 
The inequalities (41)-(44) now yield 
WMJ-fWiKe ( s G T p , | s - l | < ¿ ) . 
7.4. Lemma. (Schikhof 2, exercise 55.B.) 
Let f be a continuously differentiable function on Qp that has compact support. 
Then for each г G N Л Т
р 
íf(t)dt = r-l^2Íf(rt + j)dt. 
J
 j=oJ 
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Proof. Let m 6 N be such that ƒ has its support in ρ mZp. Then the functions 
t~f(rt + j) (<eQp) 
also have their support in p - m Zp (j G Ν), so 
r - l . r - l p m + * - l 
ν-'Σ f(rt + j)dt= ΙίπΓ-^-'Σ Σ f((" + JPm)p-m) (36) 
j=0'' " ^ 0 0 . j=0 1=0 
= lim г " ' ρ " ' £ f(ip-m) 
¿=0 
= lim r-1p-t{50O f(rpk) - íoo/ÍO)} (3.4) 
= ( s « / m (5.3) 
= j №dt. (5.3) 
7.5. Proposition. 
LeÉ s G Tp and let f be a continuously differentiabie function such that f and 
M,f are pseudo-integrable. Then 
\j M.mdt- j mdt\<\\f'\\u 
Proof. 
i. Suppose ƒ has compact support. Then for г G Tp Π N 
¡ f{t)dt= //(r<)d< + r-1¿5T O((M r /) ' )(r-1 . , · ) . (7.4,5.3) 
So (3.4) 
| ƒ f(t)dt - J f(rt)dt\ < \\8
х
((Мг/У)\\0 
(45) < H/'llo. 
ii. To prove the general case, let η G N. Then М
а
(/ ·£ρ-»ζ ) = (M,f) ίρ-'Ζ ι 
so by (45) 
(46) I ƒ M, ƒ · ίρ-ζ, ίΟΛ - / / íp-z,(<)<ft| < ||/'Ilo, 
where s G Tp Π N. 
As Tp Π N is dense in Tp, lemma 7.3 and the continuity of the integral (lemma 
5.3) yield that (46) holds for all s G Tp. 
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8. Integration on Qp: integrable functions 
8.1. We defined (see 6.2 and 6.3) a continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp 
to be pseudo-integrable if 
r t p " + , , - 1 
/ ƒ(<)* := Um / ftp-.Zr{t)dt = lim lim ρ"* Υ* /(«'Ρ"") 
i=0 
exists. 
We now set: 
8.2. Definition. 
A pseudo-integrable function ƒ on Qp is integrable if ƒ' is zero at infinity. 
8.3. In order to clarify this definition, we rephrase it in 8.5, obtaining a more 
natural (but less workable) characterization of the class of integrable functions. 
The propositions 8.6 and 8.7 show that this class is closed under translations and 
dilatations (compare example 6.4). In theorem 8.9 we prove that the integral is 
a continuous linear function on the space of all integrable functions. 
8.4. Examples . 
By 6.5 and 6.3 constant functions, characters with open kernel and continuously 
differentiable functions on Qp with compact support are integrable. 
8.5. Proposition.(See also N.8.5.) 
Let f be continuously differentiable on Qp. Then ƒ is integrable if and only if 
lim ƒ f£p-nZ (s + t)dt exists uniformly in s 6 Q p. 
Proof. Let ƒ be pseudo-integrable and let 
9n(s) := ƒ Яр-птД* + t)dt (n G Ν, s G Qp). 
Then 
9n(s) = «7
П
 (0) + Soo(/V"T,)( s ) · (5.3) 
As lim <7n(0) = 0, g
n
 converges uniformly to 0 if and only if .?оо(/'Ер-»т ) 
converges uniformly to 0. By the fact that 5«, is an isometry (3.4), it follows 
that g
n
 converges uniformly to 0 if and only if /'ίρ-ηχ converges uniformly to 
0, i.e. if and only if ƒ ' is zero at infinity. 
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We consider translation and dilatation. 
8.6. Proposi t ion. (See N.8.6.) 
Let f be an integrable function and ¡et s € Qp· Then L, f is integrable and 
J f {a + t)dt = J №dt + Soo(/')(*)· 
Proof. 
if(t)dt + S00(n(S)= lim fftp-*z,(t)dt+ lim 5oo(/V"Z,)(s)(3.4) 
J η—юо J n—*-oo r 
= lim [ f(s + t)^p-nZ(s + t)dt (5.3) 
n-юо J 
= \im
o
jLJ(t)^p-„Zt(t)dt 
= J f{s + t)dt, 
so L,f is pseudo-integrable, and as (L,/)' is zero at infinity, L,f is integrable. 
8.7. Proposi t ion. (See N.8.7.) 
Let ƒ be an integrable function and iet s G Qp. Then M, f is integrable. We 
have 
i. |/д
в
ол-/Я*)Л|<ІІЛММ = і, 
ii. If(pt)dt = pjf(t)dt, 
т. ¡f(-t)dt = ff№+m. 
Proof. 
i. Let |s | = 1 and X G {Zp,Tp}. 
For each η G N (7.5) 
(47) I ƒ f(8t)íp.nX(t)dt - ƒ Aí)V-*(0*l < II/V-^llo-
If Χ = Tp, this yields 
lim / /(eí)£,-.T,(f)<tt = О, 
so Μ,/ is pseudo-integrable. 
By choosing Χ = Zp in (47) and taking limits, we obtain statement i of the 
proposition. 
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11. 
ρ íf(t)dt = lim rtSooi/Ép-z^'ÌO) (5.3) 
= lim ( S o o A W V - z , ) ) ' ^ ) (3.4) 
= l im(5„ (Mp/ . i p - . - . z 1 ( ) ) , (0 ) 
tl—*00 r 
= lim ίΜ
ρ
/ξ
ρ
-.-ι
ζ
,(ί)<α, (5.3) 
so Λ/ρ/ is pseudo-integrable and ƒ f(pt)dt = ρ ƒ f(t)dt. 
m. This is a trivial consequence of lemma 5.3. 
From (i) and (ii) it follows that for all s G Qp\{0}, M, f is pseudo-integrable, 
hence integrable. By 6.5, MQ/ is integrable, and we are done. 
8.8. Obviously a pseudo-integrable function ƒ with zero derivative is integrable, 
and for such an ƒ 
lf{s + t)dt = Jf(t)dt (sGQp), 
f f(st)dt = J mdt (sGTp), 
ff(pt)dt=pff(t)dt. 
See also N.8.8. 
8.9. T h e o r e m . 
Let f be a pseudo-integrable function on Qp. Then 
| / / ( * ) Λ | < Ρ Ι Ι Φ Ι Ι Ι Ο · 
The space of all integrable functions on Qp is a Banach space with respect to 
the norm || | | i . 
Proof. 
i. Let m G N . Then (5.3) 
Λ ρ - ζ , ( ί ) Λ | < ρ | | Φ ι ( Λ ρ - ζ , ) Ι | ο 
(48) ^РІІФі/ІІо р-р-"- 1 ! !/!!«,. 
Taking limits yields | ƒ f(t)dt\ < ρ| |Φι/| |ο. 
ii. Consider the R-valued mappings on the space of all continuously differentiable 
functions on Qp defined by: 
Af := limsup | / Я
р
-»т
р
(<)Л | . 
η—»00 J 
Bf := limsup II ƒ -т , Ilo-
η—*oo 
The space of all integrable functions is the intersection of the kernels of A and 
B. As A and В are continuous, it is a closed subset of the Banach space of all 
continuously differentiable functions on Qp, hence it is complete. 
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8.10. As a consequence of 8.9, the space of all integrable functions contains 
BCQ(QP), the || ||i-closure of the space of all continuously differentiable func-
tions on Qp that have compact support. Another consequence is: 
8.11. Proposition. 
Let f be a continuously differentiable function on Qp, m € N and s € Qp- Then 
i· I ƒ M,+p-zp(t)dt - p-mf(s)\ < p s u p í f o f (и, υ)\ : ιι, υ 6 β + p m Zp} 1 
η. lim«..«, ρ" ƒ /ζ,+ρ*ζ
τ
(ί)Μ = f (s). 
Proof. 
i. Set 
*(*) = {/(О - / ( * ) } Í . + P " . Z P ( < ) (* e Qp). 
Then 
I ƒ fÍ.+P-z,{t)dt - p-mf{s)\ = I ƒ g{t)dt\ (4.5,8.8) 
< ρ | |Φιί | |ο, (8.9) 
and one easily verifies that ||$iff||o < psupí l^ i / í«!^) ! : и,ν € s + pmZp}. 
ii. This is a trivial consequence of (i). 
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Chapter III 
THE FOURIER TRANSFORMATION 
9. T h e definition 
9.1. We define the Fourier transformation (9.4) and we prove two basic propo­
sitions (9.8 and 9.9). 
9.2. In order to simplify notations, we set, for each X С Qp and ƒ : Qp —• Cp 
such that /ξχ is pseudo-integrable 
ƒ f№-= Jftx№. 
9.3. We choose a character a : Qp —* Cp with kernel Zp, fixed, from now on. 
For each χ G Qp we define the character 
or* : Qp — Cp by 
QX(S) := a(xs) (β € Qp). 
The mapping 
χ i-fQj. ( χ e Qp) 
is a group isomorphism from Qp onto the group of all characters on Qp that 
have open kernel. See van Rooij, theorem 9.14. (The latter group is isomorphic 
to the Pontryagin dual group of Qp, see the same author, exercise 9.C.) 
9.4. Definition. 
A continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp is Fourier transformable if 
7 ( x ) := lim / f(t)a
x
(t)dt 
" — ^ Jo-"Z. p-» p
exists uniformly in χ G Qp. 
The function "ƒ is the Fourier transform of ƒ. The mapping 
ƒ h-> "ƒ (ƒ Fourier transformable) 
is the Fourier transformation. 
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9.5. R e m a r k s . (See also N.9.5.) 
i. (The choice of a.) Let β be a non-trivial character Qp —• Cp with open kernel. 
Then there exists an α G Qp, α φ 0 such that β = a
a
 (9.3), and one easily verifies 
that a continuously dinerentiable function ƒ on Q p is Fourier transformable if 
and only if 
- f(x) := lim / f(t)ß(xt)dt 
exists uniformly in χ G Qp. 
For a Fourier transformable function ƒ we have 
- f(x) = 'f(ax) for all χ G Qp. 
ii. By considering V(0), it follows that a Fourier transformable function ƒ is 
pseudo-integrable. In 11.4 we prove that ƒ is even integrable. 
Obviously, all continuously differentiable functions on Qp that have compact 
support are Fourier transformable, so we can, in a way, reformulate definition 
9.4 as follows. 
9.6. Propos i t ion. 
A continuously differentiable function f on Qp is Fourier transformab/e if and 
oniy if 
i™ |Γ(/ίρ-τ,)ΙΙο = 0. 
η—*oo 
9.7. Examples . 
i. Let β be a character on Qp with open kernel, say β = α
χ
 (χ G Qp). Then one 
shows easily (compare 6.5) that for y G Qp and η G N 
/ ßay(t)dt = i ax+y(t)dt = ρηξ
ρ
»ζ
ρ
(χ + У), 
Jp-nZp Jp-'-Zf 
so β is Fourier transformable and 'β = 0. 
ii. Let ƒ : Qp —• Cp be zero at infinity and constant on cosets of Zp. Then for 
x G Qp and ?» G N 
'X /α,(0Λ| = ΙΣ/(ν-Μφ"")) ! < ІІЯр-τ,ΙΙο, 
ρ - " Τ , ,· 
where the sum is taken only over those i G {0,1,... ,ρ" — 1} for which | i | = 1. 
Hence ƒ is Fourier transformable. 
iii. Let ƒ : Qp —• Cp be defined by 
M = ttz
r
(t) (*GQp). 
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By 4.5.ІІ it follows that 
» 
"ƒ(«)= s ^ r r if «€QP \Z. 
"f(x) = -L if iGZp, 
p· 
9.8. Proposition. 
Let f be a Fourier transformable function and let к G Ζ. TAen Mpkf is Fourier 
transformable and 
'Mpuf = ρ*Μρ-*7· 
Proof. Let η G N and a; G Qp. Then 
ƒ AV(/K(<)A= / f{pkt)
axp->(pkt)dt 
= Pk [ /(t)aXp-*(t)d<. (8.7) 
Jp-»+i.Z p 
So the sequence η i-+ ~(Mpi.(f) ίρ—ζ ) converges uniformly to pkMp-k'f. 
9.9. Proposition. 
Let f be a Fourier transformable function and let к G Ζ. 
i. if ƒ has its support in p~kZp, then 'f is constant on cosets ofpkZp. 
ii. If ƒ is constant on cosets ofpkZ>p, then "f has its support in p~kZp. 
Proof. In view of the previous proposition, it suffices to consider the case к = 0. 
i. Suppose ƒ has its support in Zp. Then for x, y G Qp, x — y G Zp we have 
fax = fay, so 
7(x) = Jfax(t)dt = Jfay(i)dt = 7(y). 
ii. Let ƒ be constant on cosets of Zp and let x G Qp\Zp. Then for all s G Qp 
/ fat(t)dt = f (a) I ax(t)dt 
Js+Z, J»+Zr 
= f(s)ax(s) [ ax(t)dt (8.6) 
Jz, 
= 0, (39) 
= ƒƒ*, f{x)  / fax(t)dt = 0. 
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10. Intermezzo: the Fourier transformation on Ζ 
10.1. This section consists of two parts. 
First we quote the following two results of Woodcock: the Fourier transformation 
on Zp is a continuous mapping (10.4) and multiplication of Fourier transforms 
induces an operation * (convolution) on the space of all continuously differen-
tiable functions (10.6). 
In the second part of the section we study the asymptotic behaviour of Fourier 
transforms of functions with support in Zp (10.7 and 10.9). 
10.2. In Woodcock 4, the Fourier transformation Λ is defined as follows. 
For a continuously differentiable function ƒ on Zp, Λ/ is the function on Cp— := 
{Θ G Cp : ΘΡ" = 1 for some η e Ν} defined by 
(50) Α / ( ί ) : = ¿/(і) *<1і. 
We explain the connection between Λ and our Fourier transformation defined in 
9.4. 
The space of all bounded functions on Cp» can be mapped into the space of all 
bounded functions on Qp that are constant on cosets of Zp, through 
Л : ƒ ( - • ƒ o a (a as in 9.3) 
As a induces a (group) isomorphism from Qp/Zp onto Cp», A is a bijective 
isometry. 
Let us now identify functions on Qp which have their support in Zp with their 
restriction to Zp. 
By 9.9 we then have for continuously differentiable functions ƒ on Zp 
(51) 7 = (Λ ƒ) ο α = AA f. 
So, up to an isomorphism, the Fourier transformation EIS it is defined in 9.3 is 
an extension of Λ. 
10.3. The following two propositions are immediate consequences of the above 
and Woodcock's theory. (See also N.10.3.) 
10.4. Proposition. 
Let f be a continuously diñerentiabíe function on Qp witA support in Zp. TAen 
ƒ is Fourier trans/bnnaWe, "ƒ is constant on cosets ofZp and 
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i. for each χ £ Qp: 
| 7 ( x ) | < ρ · зпрЦФі f (s, i)! : s, t e Q P , (s - i)x G p ' ^ p } , 
ii. for each s € Qp and each integer n: 
[ ν(*)β.(*)ώ = ρ" / /(t)Ä. 
Jp-nZr J-t+p*Zr 
Proof. 
i. Identity (51) and Woodcock 4, theorem 3.4. 
ii. For η G N and s 6 Zp: Woodcock 4, corollary 3.3. 
If η G N and s e Qp\Zp, then for all y € Qp 
f 'f(x)a,(x)dx = 'f(y)a,(y) f a,(x)dx (8.6) 
Jy+zr Jz, 
= 0. 
Hence 
I "f(x)at(x)dt = 0 p—Zp 
-"ƒ.. f(t)dt. 
The general case η G Ζ, s G Qp now follows from 8.7.ii and 9.8. 
10.5. Notice that by 10.4.ІІ and 8.11 the restriction of the Fourier transformation 
to functions with support in Zp is injective. (See section 15.) 
As a result the convolution * in proposition 10.6 is unique. 
10.6. Proposition. (Woodcock 4, theorems 4.3 and 5.4, lemma 5.1.) 
There exists a unique binary operation * on the space of ali continuous/y dif-
ferentiable functions with support in Zp such that for each pair f,g of such 
functions 
V*9) = 'f"9-
Then * is bilinear, 
ІІ/**ІІІ<РІІ/ШІІ, 
ƒ * g(s) = ƒ HMs - t)dt - Sooh^s) - f(s)g'(0), 
where h,(t) := f(t)g'(s - i) (s, t G Qp). 
We look into the asymptotic behaviour of the Fourier transform of a function. 
As a consequence of the continuity in 10.4.i, we have: 
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10.7. Lemma. (See Ν.10.7.) 
Let f be a continuously differentiable function on Qp that has its support in Zp, 
and let с e Zp\{0}. 
TAen for all χ G QpV^Zpi 
Г Л ^ - И « ) - ! ) - 1 « « ^ « » , ) ^ ) ! ^ 
< ρ2 зирОФ! ƒ(*, t) - /'(и)) : и G Qp, s, t € и + cZp}. 
Proof. Let g(t) := f(c+t) (t G Qp). Then for ail a; G Qp (8.6) 
-g(x) = J f(c + t)a
x
(t)dt 
= a
x
(-c) I f{c + t)a
x
(c + t)dt 
(52) =a,(-c){7(*) + 5oo(/'a«)(c)}. 
Rearranging this equality, we obtain: 
(53) (a,(c) - 1)7(*) - 5oo(/'ax)(c) = α,(
β
){7(*) - "«(*)}· 
Now let ι G Qp\c-1Zp. Then division by а
х
(с) — 1^0 yields: 
Γ / ω - ί Μ Ό - ΐ Γ ^ ο ο ί / ' α , Χ Ό Ι 
Г Г М О - І І ^ Г Л Х ) - * ^ ) ! 
^p'supi l^ i iZ-iK*,*) ! :s,<GQp,s-<GcZp} (10.4) 
< p2 8ир{|Фі ƒ(«, i) - /'(и)] : и G Qp, s, / G « + cZp}. 
At the end of this section we show: 
10.8. Lemma. 
Let αο, αϊ, . . . ,а
п
 G Ср. Then 
η 
, Ι™ l5Z a j a *(i) l = max{|ao|,|ai|,...,|o„|}. 
Now 10.7 yields the following proposition, which was first proved by Woodcock, 
using a different method (Woodcock 5, theorem 4.8). 
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10.9. Proposition. 
Let f be a continuously differentiabie function on Qp with support in Zip. Then 
. Ит |7(*)l = ΙΙ/ΊΙο. 
Proof. If ƒ' = 0, the statement follows directly from 10.7, so suppose ƒ' φ 0. 
Choose η € N such that for all χ € Qp\p~nZp (10.7) 
p"-i , 
(54) | 7 ( ι ) - (a(p"x) - I ) " 1 £ ПІ)а
х
(і)\ < i | | / ' | | o , 
i=0 ¿ 
and 
(55) maxíimi, l/'(l)l, · · · -1/'(^ " 1)1} > jll/'lio-
Then (10.8) 
ρ'-ι 
(56) lim І И р ^ ) - ! ) - 1 Σ/ ' (¿KW! 
= lim | 2 /'(OMOI 
"'^
0 0
 feo 
=
 т
ах{|Г(о)| ) |Г(і)|,...,|Лрп-і)|} 
> |ll/'llo. 
With (54) it follows for χ G Qp, |x| large: 
r/WMHp^-i^E/'iOMOI-
i=0 
so by (56) 
lim \-f(x)\= l i m m a x { | / ( 0 ) | , | / ' ( l ) | , . . . , | / V - l ) l } 
|r|—»oo n-»oo 
= ll/'llo. 
10.10. Finally we prove 10.8. 
We may assume that not all α;· are zero. Let 
u(x) := a(x) - 1 (x G Qp), 
Afc : = έ β ί ( ί ) (0<t<n) . 
,=t 
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Then 
j=0 j=0 k=0 ^ ' 
η 
(57) = 2 Ami*)' ( « e c u 
Let 
V :- {ν G R : ν'"·' = lAjA,-1! for so™6 »'.І € { 0 , 1 , . . . , η}, λ,-λ, φ 0}. 
The mapping 
* i - | u ( * ) | ( * € Q p ) 
is constant on p - n T p and takes infinitely many values (Schikhof 2, exercise 
33.A), so for χ € Qp, | i | large, we have that |u( i) | is not an element of the finite 
set V. 
For such χ € Qp: 
η 
(58) | £ λ*
Μ
(*)* | = т а х ^ о Ц * ) 0 ! , ІАіЦ*)1! |A
n
u(x) n | } ( 
so for i φ j and XiXj φ 0 we have that (Λ,-^ζ)1) φ |А ;и(гУ|. 
One easily verifies that тах{|Ло, jAil,. --.ΙλπΙ} = max{|ao|, | α ι | , . . . , | a
n
| } , and 
we obtain 
Um \Σ*ί<*Λ3)\= lim | ¿ A f c U ( « ) * | (57) 
= lim max{|Aot1(z)0|,|AlU(z)1|,...)|AnU(zn} (58) 
|г| — oo 
= max{|Ao|,|Ai| )...,|A„|} 
= max{|ao|, |a 1 | , . . . ) |a n | } . 
11. Fourier transformable functions 
11.1. We show that the Fourier transformation is continuous and that the space 
of all Fourier transformable functions is a metrically closed subspace of the space 
of all integrable functions (11.4). In 11.5, we also prove that it is closed under 
translations and dilatations. 
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11.2. Theorem. 
Let ƒ be Fourier transformabie. Then 
i. "ƒ is uniformiy continuous, 
Ü. № ) Ι < ρ β ' ψ { | Φ ι / ( Μ ) | : « . * 6 ( Ι ρ , ( * - 0 * € ΐ Γ 1 Ζ ρ } ( x G Q p ) , 
iii. lim |7(*)| = U/'llo. 
| r |—oo 
Proof. The statements hold for continuously differentiable functions with sup­
port in Zp (10.4, 10.9). By 9.8 they also hold for continuously differentiable 
functions with compact support. 
As to the general case, let ƒ be Fourier transformable. Then: 
i. "ƒ is the uniform limit of the sequence η ι-> "(/£p-«zF) of uniformly continuous 
functions, so "ƒ is uniformly continuous. 
ii. Let χ G QpXfO}, say |x| = jñ (m £ Ζ). 
For к > - m and s,t e Qp, \s — t\ < p~m, we either have β, t G p - t Z p , or 
«.' 6 Qp\p -*Zp, so 
(09) Ф і ( Л р - * 0 ( * ' * ) = ФіЯ«. *)•*,-»*>) · 
Hence 
|7(*)l = lim Γ(/ίρ-»ϊ,)(*)Ι 
Je—»oo ' 
< p sup í l ^ t í / í p -bz j í e , í) | : к > - m , s, i G Qp, (« - t)x G ? " % } 
< psupi l? !/(*,<) | : s,t G Qp,(s - <)* e p ' ^ p } . (59) 
iii. As the sequence Jb i-> "(/ίρ-*ζ ) converges uniformly on Qp: 
lim | 7 ( x ) | = lim lim Г(Яр-*2,)(*)І 
= lim | | / V » ï , l l o 
= ΙΙ/ΊΙο. 
11.3. Corollary. 
For a Fourier transformabie function ƒ, tbe transform 'f is zero at infinity if and 
oniy if f' = 0. In particuiar, 'f = 0 implies ƒ ' = 0. 
Theorem 11.2 also yields: 
11.4. Theorem. 
The Fourier transformation is continuous, 
H/'llo < ІГ/ІІо < РІ|Фіf\\o (ƒ Fourier transformabie). 
Tbe space of all Fourier transformable functions is a closed subset of the space 
of all integrable functions. The derivative of a Fourier transformable function is 
zero at infinity. 
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Proof. The first statement of the theorem is a direct consequence of 11.2.ІІ, Hi. 
The mapping A from the space of all continuously differentiable functions on Qp 
to R, defined by 
A f := lim sup |Г(Яр-"Т,)І|о 
η—»oo 
is continuous. So its kernel, the space of all Fourier transformable functions, is 
closed. 
Finally for a Fourier transformable function ƒ: 
0 = lim |Г(Я
р
-"Т,)ІІо > lim | |/ »т
р
| |о, 
η—*оо η—*оо 
so f' is zero at infinity. Hence ƒ is integrable. 
11.5. Theorem. 
Let f be a Fourier transformable function and ¡et s G Qp. TAen L, f and M,f 
are Fourier transformable. 
We have 
i. -L,f{x) =
 ax(-s){'f(x) + S o c í / V M * ) } (* G Q p ) , 
ii. 'Mof = 0, 
iii. 'Mpkf = pkMp-k'f (к e Ζ), 
iv. -м_1/ = м_ 1 7 + Г(0)) 
ν. 'M, f = M,-i'f if β G Tp and ƒ ' = 0. 
Proof, Let ι G Qp. Then for large η G Ν: 
\'(LJ • £
ρ
-η
Τ ρ
)(ζ) -
 ax
(-s) - -(Яр-»т,)(*)І 
< \a
x
(-s){J fa
x
tp-»Tr(s+ t)dt - J fa^p-nTr(t)dt}l 
< H / V - T , H o - (8.6) 
Now lim |Г(Яр-.т
р
) | |о = 0 and lim | |/ »т,І|о = 0 (11.4), so lim | | * ( I , / · 
ίρ-"Τ )Ι|ο = 0. i·6· ¿» ƒ is Fourier transformable. Statement i above now follows 
immediately from the fact that fax is integrable and proposition 8.6. 
As Mof is a constant function, it is Fourier transformable and 'Mof = 0 (9.7.i). 
In proposition 9.8 it was shown already that Mpk ƒ is Fourier transformable and 
that iii holds. 
Let s € Tp and χ G Qp. Then 
№. f • €ρ-τ,)(*) - νίρ-τ,ί«- 1 ) ! 
<\Jf<*,M-iÇ,-T,(*t)dt- J/α„-ιξ
ρ
-.
τρ
{ί)άΙ\ 
< ||/ «т,І|о. (8.7) 
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Now, as above, lim |Γ(/£ρ-·>τ„)||ο = 0 and lim | | /Чр--т. | |о = 0, so M,f is 
Fourier transformable. The statements iv eind ν follow from proposition 8.7. 
As in lemma 10.7, one now proves by means of 11.5.i and 11.2.ii: 
11.6. Propos i t ion. 
Let f be a Fourier transformable function, and iet с € Qp\{0}. Then for all 
x € Q p V ^ Z p : 
№ ) - , I .Soo(f'*,)(c)\ 
a(cx) — 1 
< p2 supini f (s, t) - f'(u)\ : u G Qp, s, t G и + cZp}. 
In particular, if Φι/ is uniformly continuous (see section 16), then 
lim sup{ |7(*) - . * ^ « ( / ^ K P " - 1 ) ! : x G p - n T p } = 0. 
11.7. By 11.4 the space of all Fourier transformable functions contains the 
closure BCo(Qp) 0^ ^ i e space of all continuously differentiable functions with 
compact support. 
It contains more, as the locally constant characters are Fourier transformable. 
On the other hand it is smaller than the space of all integrable functions: 
11.8. Example . 
(An integrable function that is not Fourier transformable.) 
For each η G Ν, let 
p " - l 
f η : = 2-f Pníli+p«')p~3"+P"z»· 
Then 
oo 
n = l 
is a continuously differentiable function on Qp with zero derivative. 
As for each η G Ν, η > 1: 
J /ίρ—т,(0Л = ƒ fn(t)dt = pnpn- p-n 
and 
' Яр-'—тД^Л = о, 
/ • 
ƒ is an integrable function. 
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On the other hand, we have for each ι G Qp\{0} and large integers n: 
Г(/ '-г,)(*)І = I7»(*)l 
1=0 
ρ · - 1 
= l E ^ ( p " 2 n + 1 ) > V » z , W I (ii-5.üi) 
1=0 
= | і -а , (р- в + 1 )І- | і -Мр- 2 в + 1 )Г І 
= | ΐ - α ρ - , ( ρ ) Ι · | ΐ - « ρ - » - , ( ρ ) | - 1 
>ρ-\ (10.8) 
so ƒ is not Fourier transformable. 
11.9. We conclude the section with an example of a Fourier tranformable func­
tion ƒ such that 'f is not Fourier transformable. (See also N.11.9.) 
11.10. Example . 
( ƒ is Fourier transformable, 'f is not continuously difFerentiable.) 
Let 
OO 
ƒ := $Jpníp-2,,+z1,· 
n = l 
Then 
OO 
7 = Σ)ρηαρ-»-ίζ,. 
n = l 
so for к G Ν 
OO 
Ι7(0)-7(ρ2*)Ι = Ι Σ p ^ i - ^ p - 2 ^ 2 * ) ) ! 
n = fc + l 
= ip' :Epm(1-a(p"2 m))i 
m = l 
= |Pl+1(i-«(p-2))l· 
(The latter equality is a consequence of the strong triangle property and the fact 
that for m > 1 we have | p m ( l - a ( p - 2 m ) ) | < p-m < | p m + 1 ( l - a ( p - 2 m - 2 ) ) | . ) 
We obtain 
|Фі7(0,р2*)| = Р*-Чі-а(р-2)І, 
so "f is not continuously difTerentiable. 
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12. Qp-valued functions 
12.1. Let ƒ and g be Qp-valued Fourier transformable functions, such that 
"/(P') = "яЫ) for all i e Ζ. We show that 'f = 'g. (See also N.12.1.) 
12.2. Let у e Тр. For each η € N we set 
Cpn := {Θ G Cp : θ"' = 1} = {<*(*) : χ € P^Zp] 
and we define 
«rj ^ : Cp» —» Cp» 
by the formula 
σ(")(α(Γ)) := a(yx) (x £ p-nZp). 
As \y\ = 1, Oy ' is a group automorphism of Cp», so it can be extended to 
a continuous field automorphism σ" on Qp(Cp»). For each η € Ν, σ" is an 
isometry and σ£ = 0y+1\Q
r
(c »)· We therefore define σ
υ
 to be the continuous 
field automorphism on the (metric) closure of (J Qp(Cp») such that 
ngN 
σ
ν(α{χ)) = α(νχ) ( * e Q p ) . 
We then have: 
12.3. Propos i t ion. 
Let f be a Qp-valued Fourier transformable function. Then for each y G Tp: 
My('f) = ayo'f. 
Proof. 
p"+k-l 
'f(xy) = lim lim ρ"* £ f(ip-n)<*Xy(ip-n) (35) 
і=0 
= lim lim üy{p-k Σ Л 1 'Р"П)аЛ»'р"п)) 
1 = 0 
p"+*-l 
= »„( lim lim p-k ^ / (¿p- n)«r(¿p- n)) 
n->co Jt-.oo *—' 
»=0 
= M7(*)). 
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12.4. Now consider the values 'f(p') (i G Ζ), and let χ G Qp· We calculate 
'f(x), using 12.3. 
If χ = 0, then 7 ( i ) = lim,,.«, */(р{). 
If χ φ 0, say χ = yp' (y G Tp, i G Ζ), then 
7(*) = VW)· 
13. Invertibility 
13.1. Proposition 9.6 states that a continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp 
is Fourier transformable if and only if 
п
1 і т | Г ( Я
Р
- т
Р
) І І о = 0. 
As the Fourier transformation is not injective ("a = 0, see 9.7.І), we now consider 
the space of all continuously differentiable functions ƒ on Qp such that 
п
1іт |Г(Яр-»тЛІ і = 0, 
and we show that the restriction of the Fourier transformation to this space has 
zero kernel, the left inverse being "M_i (13.2). 
13.2. T h e o r e m . 
Let ƒ be a Fourier transformabie function on Qp, such that 
lim | Г ( Я р - » т , ) | | і = 0 . Then 
i. 'f is continuously differentiable, ("ƒ)' = 0 and both "ƒ and ΦΓ/ are uni-
formly continuous, 
ii. for all η G Ζ, s G Qp: 
/ 'f(x)a,(x)dx = pn f mdt, 
Jp-nZT J-s+pnZr 
iii. for ail η G Z, s G Qp: 
| ƒ 7 ( x ) a i ( x ) d x - / ( - s ) | < p 1 - n s u p { | ¥ 1 / K t ; ) | : U , l ; G - s + pnZp}, 
J p — Z p 
iv. Y is Fourier transformabie, ~M-i~f = M-i'f = ƒ. 
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Proof, i. The functions Д := ~(/ξρ-*ζ ) (fc € Ν) are continuously differen-
tiable, ƒ{. = 0 (9.9, 11.4). As they converge with respect to || | | i , their limit 'f 
is also continuously differentiable and ("ƒ)' = 0. 
Let gk(s, t) := (s - Í^CQ^Z^S, t) (k G Ν, s, t G Qp). 
One easily verifies that Д and gk are bounded uniformly continuous functions. 
As ФіДОМ) = gk(s,t){fk(s) - ƒ*(<)} (s,t G Qp), it follows that ФгД is 
uniformly continuous. Hence "ƒ and ФГ/, being the uniform limits of Д and 
gk, are uniformly continuous. 
ii. By using 9.8 and 10.4 one shows that the equality holds for Fourier trans­
formable functions with compact support. As to the general case, let Д be as 
above. Then lim | |Д - 7 | | i = 0, so lim | | (Д - 7 ) α . ί ρ — z . l l i = 0 and by 8.9: 
k—ΌΟ k—oo 
/ 'f(x)a!l(x)dx = lim / fk(x)a,(x)dx 
Jp—'Z, k^0°Jp-"Zp 
= Jim p" / f(P--zr(t)dt 
- " / . 
- O + P - Z , 
№dt. 
»+pnZ
r 
iii. Follows by ii and 8.11. 
iv. By iii, 
,47 · ίρ-»ζ
ρ
) - M-ifWa < pl-n\\f\\i (n G Ν), 
so 
(60) -7 = м_ 1 / 
and 
-Л'/_17 = л / _ 1 - 7 + (7)'(0) (11.5) 
= ƒ. (60,13.2.i) 
The following proposition furnishes some examples. 
13.3. Proposi t ion. (See N.13.3.) 
Let f be a, continuously difTerentinble function on Qp with compact support, or, 
more generally, let ƒ and the first difference quotient of s ι—• sf(s) be zero at 
infinity. Then ƒ satisfies the condition lim |Γ(/£ρ-ητ,,)||ι = 0 of theorem 13.2. 
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Proof. For each η 6 N, set ƒ„ := /ξρ-«τ · Then "ƒ„ is constant on cosets of 
p nZp, so for η > 1: 
ΙΙ7η||ι<ρ"-_Ίΐ7π||ο 
(61) <ΡΊ|ΦΙΛ»ΙΙΟ. 
Now let s ,<e Qp. 
if s,t e ρ-ητ
ρ
·. 
(62) Pn\*ifn{s,t)\ = | £ M ^ i M | < \φ
ι9{3,1)\ v | / (<) | . 
s — ι 
lï s e p-nTp,t $ p-nTp: 
(63) Ρ Ί Φ Ι Λ . ( Μ ) Ι < Ρ Ί ^ Ι < Ι / Ο Ο Ι · 
It follows that (61-63): 
llVnlli < eup{|ïiff(*,01 v !ƒ(<)! : s, i e ρ ^ Τ ρ } , 
so 
lim llVnlli = 0. 
η—*oo 
13.4. R e m a r k . 
(A generalization of 13.2, 'M-if = f vs. M-i~~f = ƒ.) 
Let ƒ = 'g, where g is a function that satisfies the conditions of theorem 13.2. 
Then, by that same theorem, ƒ is Fourier transformable and (13.2.iv) 
f = '9 
= "M-i"g 
(64) ='M-l'f. 
We see that also for fiinctions ƒ as above, the equality "M_iV = ƒ (13.2.iv) 
holds. Notice however that in this case the statement M_i" "ƒ = ƒ is not 
necessarily true: 
Let ƒ := 'g where g(s) := siz p (*) (* € Qp). 
Then 
ƒ = W _ f ƒ (64) 
= Λ ί - Γ 7 + (7)'(0) (11.5) 
= Λ ί _ Γ 7 - ί , ( 0 ) (13.2) 
= м _ Г 7 - і 
¿ M _ f 7 . 
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14. T h e kernel 
14.1. In the previous section we saw that the restriction of the Fourier trans­
formation to the space of all Fourier transformable functions ƒ such that 
(65) lim |Γ(/ίρ--τ,)ΙΙι = О 
η—·οο
 r 
is injective. Hence the Fourier transformation is an injection on the space of all 
continuously differentiable functions ƒ such that 
(66) И т р " | Г ( Я р - т
Р
) | | о = 0. 
For functions ƒ with the property that 
(67) sup Р І Ч / ί ρ - τ , ) Ι | ο < oo, 
neN 
we have however: 
14.2. T h e o r e m . 
Let ƒ be a continuousiy differentiable function on Qp, such that 
sup р п | Г ( Я р - т
р
) | | о < oo. 
n€N 
Then the following are equivalent. 
i. 7 = o. 
ii. There exists a bounded sequence fn(n € N) of linear combinations of char-
acters with open kernel, such that for each m G N 
Η η ι | | ( / - Λ , ) £ ρ - » ζ , Ι | ι = 0 . 
η—»oo 
The proof of the theorem is rather technical and we refer to Borm 6, 1.8.2. 
14.3. As an illustration of the above theorem, we consider the character a. By 
9.7.i we have that ¡PWiaCp-n? )||o < p, while "a = 0. 
Somewhat more interesting is the following. 
14.4. Example. 
(A non-trivial function ƒ such that "ƒ = 0.) 
Let h be a continuous function on Qp, such that Λ φ 0 and lim th(t) — 0. 
Then 5ΌοΛ φ 0 (3.4), so there exists а с € Qp such that Sooh(c) φ 0. 
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For ƒ defined by 
ƒ(«) := 5oo(Aa,)(c) (* G Qp) 
we now have that ƒ φ 0. We show that ƒ satisfies the conditions of theorem 
14.2 and that "ƒ = 0. 
There exists a continuously differentiable function к on Qp with the property 
that к and the difference quotient of the function s t-» sfc(s) are zero at infinity, 
and that Jfc' = Л (Schikhof 2). By 13.2 we have 
(68) "fc = M_1Jfe 
and 
(69) sup{pn|r((-*)£p-,.T,)||o}<oo. 
n€N 
Then for all ar G Qp (11.5) 
ƒ(*) = tt(ci)-Le*(*) - - i ( i ) . 
By 13.3 "fc and ~Lck are Fourier transformable and 
ƒ — ¡-¡с Li
c
k — к 
— L
c
M-\L
c
k — M-\k 
= 0. 
14.5. Let ƒ be a continuously differentiable function, ƒ φ 0, such that 
ƒ and the difference quotient of s ι—• «ƒ(*) are zero at infinity. 
Then 7 ^ 0 (13.3). 
Let us now consider the class BC¿(Qp) of all continuously differentiable func-
tions ƒ on Qp, such that 
ƒ and the difference quotient of ƒ are zero at infinity. 
In this case there exist functions ƒ φ 0 such that 7 = 0: 
14.6. T h e o r e m . (Amice and Escassut, Fresnel and De Mathan 1.) 
The restriction of the Fourier transformation to the class of ai/ functions in 
.BCo(Qp) that are constant on cosets of Zp is not injective. 
The theorem can be deduced from corresponding results in the papers mentioned 
above, using a method similar to the one developed in 10.2. (See also N.10.3.) 
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14.7. Clearly the Fourier transformation is injective on the space of all contin-
uously differentiable functions ƒ on Qp that have compact support (13.3) but 
not on its closure BCQ(CIP) (14.6). (See also remark N.14.7.) 
15. The convolution 
15.1. We define an operation * on BC^Qp) (0.8), such that *(ƒ * g) = "f · ~g 
for each/ . i /eBCoHQp) (15.6). 
15.2. Let ƒ and g be continuously differentiable functions on Qp with support 
in p - n Zp for some non-negative integer n. Then Mp-nf and Mp-ng have their 
support in Zp, so Mp-nf * Mp-ng is a continuously differentiable function on 
Qp with support in Zp (10.6). By 10.6, 11.5, 8.7 and 3.4 it follows readily that 
we can define 
(70) f*g:=pnMp.(Mp-.f*Mp-ng) 
and that * is a commutative and associative operation on the space of all con-
tinuously differentiable functions with compact support. We have 
(71) V*9) = "f-~9' 
(72) ƒ * g(s) = J f{t)g(S - t)dt - S«,*,(·) - /(«^(О), 
where ЛДі) := f(t)g'(s - <) (s,t € Qp). 
From (72) it follows by 8.9 and 3.4, that 
(73) ii/*ffiio<pimi i mu. 
so in order to prove the continuity of * with respect to || | | i , it is sufficient to 
show that 
Ι |Φι(/*»)ΙΙο<ρ| |Φι/ΙΙο| |ΦιίΙ |ο. 
We accomplish this by the following remark and lemma 15.4. 
15.3. Let ƒ and g be continuously differentiable functions on Qp with support 
in Zp, and let к and / be functions on Qp such that 
(74) f = k + f№z,, 
(75) 9 = 1 + 9(0)ξζ
ρ
. 
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Then one easily verifies that 
(76) mu < ЦФІЯІО, щи < \\Φ19\\0, 
(77) |/(0)| ^РІФгЛО.р-^І^ИІФіЛІо, |<7(0)| < ρ||Φι</||ο, 
(78) Zz
r
*l = jmdttz,, tLz
r
*f = J№dtÍzr. 
15.4. Lemma. 
Let ƒ and g be continuously differentiabie functions on Qp with compact support. 
Then ΙΐΦχί/ * g)\\0 <ρ||Φι/||ο||Φι0||ο. 
Proof, i. Suppose ƒ and g have their support in Zp. Then for к and / as above, 
we have by 10.6 and 15.3 
| | Ф і ( * * / ) | | о < р | Ш | / | | і _ 
(79) <ρ||Φι/||ο||Φι<?||ο, 
||Φι(/(0)ίζ
Ρ
 * /)||o = |/(0)| · I ƒ l(t)dt\ • l i b i l o 
^Ä/lkPlMo-p-1 
(80) <Р||ФІ/| |О| |ФІ<?І|О, 
| |φι/(0)ίζ, *fl(0)íz,)||o = І/(0Ж0)І · ΙΙΦιίζ,ΙΙο 
<ρ| |Φι/Ι|ο·Affilo -Ρ" 1 
(81) < ρ||Φι/ЦОЦФІІ/ІІО. 
So, by (79)-(81): 
| |Φι(/ * 9)\\o = ||Φι((* + /(OKzJ * (/ + <7(0)Éz,))||o 
(82) < ρ||Φι/ІІоІМІо. 
іі. Now let f,g have their support in p_ nZp for some η £ N. Then 
Ι|Φι(/ * <7)l|o < р-пЦФі(Мр»(Л/р-./* Мр-„<,))||о (70) 
^ρ-^ΙΙΦχίΜρ-,/^/ρ-η^ΙΙο 
< ρ .р-^ЦФ^Л/р-.ЯНоЦФ^Мр-.^Но (80) 
<ρ||Φι/| |ο| |Φιί| |ο. 
15.5. For f,g € C*á(Qp) and all η G Ν: 
| |/ίρ-»+ιζ
ρ
 *ί ' ίρ-»+'ζ | ) - / ί ρ - » Ζ , •ffip—Zplll 
< ІІЯр-"т
р
 *<7V"zJ|i | |Яр-п+. 2 р *ffÇp-»T,l|i 
<Ρ||/ίρ-"Τ
Ρ
Ι|ι| |<7ί
Ρ
-"2
ρ
| |ινρ||/ίρ--+·ζ
ρ
Ι|ι| |!7ίρ--τ
ρ
| |ι (73,15.4) 
<p||/Cp-T,IMIfflliVp||/l|i||ííp--T,lli. 
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So the sequence η ι-» /ξρ-η
Ζ
 *ffíp-»z (" G Ν) converges in BC¿(Qp). Clearly 
it is possible to extend * to an operation on £fC¿(Qp) by setting, for each 
ί,9€Βθ№
Ρ
) 
(83) ƒ *ff := um Яр-.z »ff^-.z . 
П-ЮО l" » r » 
(Where the convergence is with respect to || | | i !) 
From 13.2 it follows that * is the only operation on the space of all continuously 
differentiable functions on Qp that have compact support, such that *( ƒ * g) = 
ƒ - 9- Continuity arguments now yield: 
15.6. Theorem. (See also N.15.6.) 
There exists a unique continuous operation * on B C Q Í Q P ) S U C ^ that for each 
/,ff€BCo l(Qp) 
V*9) = 'f-*9-
Then 
ІІ/*э| |і<РІІЛІі| |р| | і, 
ƒ * 9(s) = J №g(s - t)dt - íeoft.W - /(í)í'(O), 
и-Леге ft.(í) = f(t)g'(s - t) (s, t 6 Qp). 
The space BC^Qp) is a commutative algebra with respect to *. 
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Chapter Г 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMABLE FUNCTIONS 
16. bitermezzo: uniformly differentiable functions 
16.1. We introduce classes of continuously differentiable functions that have 
uniformly continuous difference quotients (16.2) and we estimate the norm of a 
continuously differentiable function with zero derivative (16.7). 
16.2. Definition. (Compare N.16.2.) 
Let к be a positive integer. А к times continuously differentiable function ƒ is к 
Urnes untformly differentiable if Фо ƒ, Φι ƒ , . . . , Φ* ƒ are uniformly continuous. A 
continuously differentiable function ƒ is uniformly differentiable if Фо/ and Ф ^ 
are uniformly continuous. 
16.3. The definition immediately implies that the space of all к times uniformly 
differentiable functions on Qp is a closed subspace of the space of all к times 
continuously differentiable functions on Qp, containing BCo(Qp) (0.7, 0.8). 
The following proposition furnishes an elementary, but important class of uni­
formly differentiable functions (18.14). 
16.4. Proposition. (N.16.4.) 
Let n, jfc G N and iet ƒ : Qp —• Cp be bounded and constant on cosets ofjPZp. 
Then Φ»,/ is bounded and uniform// continuous. 
If, in addition, ƒ is zero at infinity, then Фк} is also zero at infinity. 
Proof. 
i. Set g : Q^ — Cp by 
g(8, t) := (s - t)-l(Qp\p»z,(s - t) (s, t 6 Qp). 
Then (Schikhof 2, example 29.A) 
_
 k+1 
(84) *tf{si,e2 З І + О ^ / Ы П О " · - ^ ) " 1 
• = 1 }*> 
k + 1 
(85) =I>(s,)ns( s" s j) ' 
1 = 1 J/ · 
where sj, s?,..., sjt+i are k + 1 distinct elements of Qp. By continuity, equality 
(85) in fact holds for all si,«2i··-іЗД+і G Qp, and as ƒ and g are bounded 
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and uniformly continuous, it follows easily that Φ*/ is bounded and uniformly 
continuous. 
ii. Suppose ƒ is zero at infinity. We may assume that ƒ is constant on cosets of 
Zp. Then for each ε > 0 there exists an η G N such that 
р-ІЛІоІЫІо*-
1
^ 
and 
ll/ÍQ f\P-z,llo| |ff | |S<c. 
For each si,S2>· ·· .«fc+i G QP, where 81,82,. ..,sm & p~nZp and 
*m+iiSm+2i· ·· ,«Jfc+i € р - п 2 р (1 < m < к + 1), we obtain 
\$kf(si,S2,...,Sk+l)\ 
< max{|ƒ(«,·) nff(sj,Sj)| : i< m} Утах{|/(5^]~[(7(в^5;)| : m < ¿} 
< | | /ÇQ,\P-"ZFI |O| | Î? | |S V maxíH/HolMI*-1!*,· - цI"1 : m < i < к + 1} (85) 
<ll/íq,\P-»zJ|olMlSvP-"||/||o||</||S-1 
< ε. 
The symmetry of the function Φ* ƒ now implies that it is zero at infinity. 
16.5. For ib times continuously differentiable functions ƒ with zero derivative, 
we estimate | |Φ*/| |ο (16.7). 
16.6. Lemma. 
Let к be a positive integer and ¡et f be a bounded continuous function on Qp. 
if <i,<2i · · · )'fc+i afe distinct elements of Qp, then 
Л<.) - №) |Фк/(*і і*2.---Л+і) | <max{ : Î , J G { 1 , 2 b+l},i¿j}. 
Proof. 
For к = 1 the statement is obvious. 
Suppose the lemma holds for к € Ν, and let іі,І2,.. .,tk+2 be Jk + 2 distinct 
elements of Qp. We may assume that 
Itb+i - ffc+al = m&x{\ti -tj\: i,j € {1,2, . . . ,k + 2}}. Then 
\$k + lf(t\,t2,---,tk+2)\ 
Фк f (h • <2. · · ·. ih, tk+ì ) - Фк f (h, ¿2, • · ·, tk,tk+2) 
< 
1 
ітіах{ 
'it + l - tk+2 
№)-№. 
(ti - ί ; ) ^ 1 
tk+l — tk+2 
'Пи)-№) 
»,j e {i ,2,. . . ,¿+ 2}, i ¿ Я 
< max{ 
(ti-tj)" 
•.i,je{l,2t...,k + 2},i¿j}. 
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16.7. Proposition. (Ν.16.7.) 
Let к be a positive integer and iet f be а к times continuously differentiable 
function on Qp with zero derivative. Then 
i. Φ^/(β,Μ,...,<) = ( * - < ) " * ( ƒ ( * ) - ƒ ( < ) ) ( s , í e Q P , s # < ) , 
ii. ||Фк/Но =
 S u P { | ( S - t)-k(f(s) - ƒ(t))| : *, í € Qp, · ît «}· 
Proof, i. Of course Φι ƒ(*,<) = (s - О ' Ч Л « ) - ƒ(<)) (*.* 6 Q p,« # <)· 
Suppose for some i £ Ν, 1 < i < к we have 
$",ƒ(«, í, t , . . . , i) = (s - <)"'(ƒ(*) - Л*)) («. * e Qp, s φ t). 
Then 
s — ι 
= (s-t)-4if(s,t,t,...,t) 
= (.-0-,'-1(Л«)-/(0). 
ii. Follows immediately from i and 16.6. 
17. Fast Fourier transformable functions 
17.1. In 9.6 we saw that a continuously differentiable function ƒ is Fourier 
transformable if 
Mm ІГ(Яр-т,)ІІо = 0. 
η — • O ù 
Unfortunately its Fourier transform 'ƒ is not necessarily continuously differen-
tiable (example 11.10). In the remaining sections of this chapter we therefore 
consider functions ƒ such that 
lim | |р- п ЧЛр-«т
Р
) | |о = 0. 
(Fast Fourier transformable funcUons.) 
From theorem 13.2, it follows immediately that the Fourier transform of such a 
function is uniformly differentiable and Fourier transformable, and that "ƒ(«) = 
ƒ(—)· 
In this section we show that suitable spaces of fast Fourier transformable func-
tions are closed under translations and dilatations, and we derive some elemen-
tary properties (17.5). 
17.2. Definition. 
Let к be a positive and let / be a non-negative integer. Then BUCfajQp) is 
the space of all к times uniformly differentiable functions ƒ on Qp, such that 
lim p ( " - l V \ \ V i p - T J i l o = 0. 
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17.3. Remarks . 
i. As in 9.5, one shows that BUCfrJQp) is independent of the choice of a. 
ii. Let / e N and ƒ := £ p n ( ' + % - * + z , - Then (11.5) 
n=0 
(86) - ( /Ép-T,) = P n ( ' + 1 ) V - + z , 
(87) =f>n('+14-.£z,, 
so ƒ € BUC^iQp) for every ifc G N (к > 1). 
In general, a proof in the spirit of 13.3, yields: 
Let ƒ be a ifc times uniformly differentiable function on Qp such that s ι—> s ' - 1 f (s) 
and the first difference quotient of s ι—• s'f (s) are zero at infinity. Then 
ƒ € B t / C ^ Q p ) . 
17.4. Lemma. 
Let f be a continuously differentiable function on Qp. Then for each positive 
integer I: 
i· \\~ШР-Т,)\\І < ¿"-^IIW—Ollo (η e Ν,η > i), 
υ. ΙΓ(/&
Ρ
)||ι < ΙΓ(/ίζ,)||ο. 
Proof, i. As "(/ίρ-ηχ ) is constant on cosets of pnZp (9.9), we have for each 
i € { 1 , 2 , . . . , / } (16.7): ' 
| |Ф."(Яр-т,) | |о < sup{ |5- <|- 'ГЯр-.т,(*) - 7 f p - T , ( 0 l : *,< e Qp,« # <} 
^ ^ - ^ ' І І Ч Я Р - Т Л І О 
<¿n-l)t\\Vt,-*Tr)\\o· 
Of course also ||"(/ξρ-ηχ )||o < ρ^η - 1^ΊΓ(/ξρ-»τ )Ι|θι and the statement follows. 
ii. Can be shown in a similar way. 
17.5. Theorem. (N.17.5.) 
Let A: and / be positive integers and ¡et ƒ e BUCbdQp). Then 
i. 'f is I times uniformly differentiable, ('ƒ)' = 0, 
ii. *ƒ is Fourier transformable, 'f(s) — f(—s) (s G Qp), 
iii. lim «'ƒ'(*) = 0. 
M-.00 
iv. lim s'-1 f (s) = 0, 
| j | - . o o 
v. for c,d G Qp, d φ 0, we have L
c
/, Л/
а
/ G BUCfoiQp). 
Proof, i. By proposition 16.4, the functions (/^-»z ) ( n G Ν) are / times 
uniformly differentiable, and by 17.4 they converge with respect to || ||/. Hence 
"ƒ is I times uniformly differentiable (16.3) and ("ƒ)' = 0 (0.7). 
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iv. Let η e N and s e р~п~1Т
р
. Then 
ІЛ«)І = Г7(-«)І (ii, see below) 
<psup{\9i'f{u,v)\ •.u,v£Qp,u-vepnZp} (11.2) 
< p e u p i H ' - 1 ) ^ - »)-'("ƒ(«) - 7(w))| : u.» 6 Qp.« - i» € p n Z p } 
< p ' | s r ' + 1 8up{|$i7(u, «, w,. . . , «)| : u, ι» 6 Qp,и - β € pnZp} (16.7) 
and i now yields lim s ' - 1 f (s) = 0. 
As to the other statements of the proposition: ii follows from theorem 13.2, 
iii follows immediately from the fact that 0 > lim pm'|p(/íp-">T )l|o > 
m—*oo * 
lim pm ' | | / ' íp-mT.| |o (11-4), and ν can be deduced from iii by a proof in the 
m—•oo 
spirit of 11.5. 
18. Fast Fourier transformable functions with zero derivative 
18.1. In section 17, we saw that the Fourier transform of a function ƒ G 
BUCyJQp) is an element of BUCLJQp). We now show that, if/' = 0, we even 
have 7 € BUCLJQp). More precisely, the Fourier transformation is an isomor-
phism from the subspace of all elements of BUC^JQp) that have zero derivative 
onto the subspace of all elements of BUCLjQp) that have zero derivative (18.8). 
(It may be appropriate now, to mention that a function that has zero derivative is 
not necessarily locally constant. In Schikhof 2, §26.4, one even finds an example 
of an injective continuously diflerentiable function with zero derivative.) 
18.2. Definition. (See also N.16.7.) 
Let ifc be a positive and let / be a non-negative integer. Then 
BUNfoiQp) := {ƒ e BUCfoiQp) : ƒ' = 0}. 
18.3. We obtain a characterization of BUN^JQp) (proposition 18.5). 
18.4. Lemma. 
Let ƒ € BUN^iQp). Then 'f £ BUN^iQp) and for ail positive integers I and 
n: 
¿"-"'ΙΓίΛρ-τ,ίΙΙο < 
ρ · sup{|(5 - 0 ' l ( 7 ( * ) - 7(0)1 : ». t e Qp,0 < |* - f I < p 1 " " } . 
Also 
ΙΠ/ίζJilo vivilo РІІФГ/ІІО^РІГЛІІ. 
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Proof, i. By lemma 17.4: 
(88)
 п
И т | Г ( Я р - * т , ) | | і = 0, 
so theorem 13.2 yields that *ƒ G BUN{0)(Qp) and 
(89) ρ Ί Γ ( ( 7 ) ί ρ - · ζ , ) - Λ / - ι 7 Ι | ο < Р*Ы\*і Л М ) | : β,ί € Qp, | 5 - i | < ρ""} . 
Then 
(90) ρΊΓ((7) ίρ- .τ , )Ι |ο < ρ2βυρίΐΦχƒ(*,<)! :s,te Qp, \s - t\ < ρ 1 " " } . 
As ƒ is a uniformly differentiable function with zero derivative, this implies 
n l imp"|r((7)íp-"T,) | |o = 0, 
hence 7 G BUN^Qp). 
ii. We now apply (90) to "ƒ: 
р
п
'1Г(Яр-т
р
)||о 
^"'іГам.іЯ^-.тЛІо (11.5.iv) 
<ρηΊΓ(Γ7Κρ-τ,)ΙΙο (13.2) 
< pnl+2-n sup{^f(s, t)\ : s, t G Qp, \S - i\ < p 1 -"} (90) 
< p1+'
 Sup{|(s - <)-'(7(*) - 7(0)1 : *. < e QP-о < I« -1\ < P 1 ""} . 
iii. As 7 G BUN^iQp) (i) we have by 13.2: 
ПГЯЕО-м^ліо^РІІФГЛІо, 
so 
ІГ(/&,)||о < нчгл&лііо 
< Ι Ι 7 Ι Ι ο ν ρ | | Φ ι 7 | | ο 
< ρ | | 7 | | ι . 
18.5. Proposi t ion. 
Let к and / be positive integers. Then 
BUNfoiQp) = 
{ƒ G BUN^(Qp) : f is к times and "f is I times uniformly differentiable). 
Proof. Let ƒ G BU NkJQp) be Jb times uniformly differentiable. Then of course 
ƒ G BUN^iQp). 
If in addition f is I times uniformly differentiable, we have 
lim р " ' | Г ( Я р - т
р
) | | о < Hm ρ 1 * ' sup{|(s - t )- ' (7(«) - 7(0)1 : M € Qp, 
л—*oo r η—юо 
0 < \s - t\ < ρ 1""} (18.4) 
< 0, (16.7.І) 
so ƒ G BUNfoiQp). 
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18.6. Note that a £ BUNKdQp) (kj positive integers), while α and "a are 
Fourier transformable and arbitrarily many times uniformly differentiable, so 
the condition ƒ 6 BUN^JQp) in proposition 18.5 is not superfluous. 
18.7. Let к and I be positive integers. For each ƒ G BUNftJQp) we have 
7 e BUN^iQp), (18.4) 
7 is / times uniformly differentiable, (18.5) 
"(7) = M_i ƒ is ife times uniformly differentiable. 
Hence 7 € BUN!kJQp) (18.5). Clearly the following diagram is well-defined 
and commutative. (F\ and F2 are the appropriate restrictions of the Fourier 
transformation.) 
BUNfoiQ,) Fx 
\ 
M-x [ BUNfaiQ,) 
S 
BUNfoiQp) F2 
As Fi and F? are injective (17.5) and Μ.χ is surjective, one easily verifies the 
following. 
18.8. T h e o r e m . 
Let к and / be positive integers. The Fourier transformation maps BUNbJQp) 
injectiveiy onto BUNL^Qp). 
18.9. As a preparation for the next section, we define a norm on BUNfcJQp) 
and we investigate the normed linear space thus obtained. In particular we show 
that it is a Banach space (18.12) and we find a dense subspace (18.14). 
18.10. Definition. 
Let it and / be positive integers. Then for each ƒ € BUN^JQp) 
ll/lki:=ll/IUv||7lli. 
In order to simplify notation, we usually write || || instead of || \\k,i. 
18.11. Remarks . 
i. In definition 17.2 we postulated for an element ƒ of BUC^(Qp) that 
lim ¿ - ^ Ш -ОІІо = 0. 
Π—"CO r 
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There exists a direct connection between this postulate and the norm above, as 
(91) | |7I|/ < ΙΓ(/ίζ,)| |ο Vsupip^tiftp-Trìlìo п>1}< РІІ7ІІ/, 
where the first inequality is a consequence of 17 4 and the second one follows 
from 18 4 (See Borm 6 ) 
и Notice that for ƒ G BUN^iQp) we have ƒ G BUN^Qp) and Ц/Ц*,, = 
11711,* 
18.12. T h e o r e m . 
Let к and I be positive integers Then BUNhJQp) ¡s a Ba.na.ch space with 
respect to || ||. 
Proof. Let ƒ„ (n G Ν) be a Cauchy sequence in BUNfcJQp) There exist a 
к times uniformly differentiable function ƒ such that lim \\f
n
 — /lit = 0 and an 
η—ΌΟ 
I times uniformly differentiable function д such that hm 11 ƒ„ — g\\i = 0 (16 3) 
n—>co 
Theorem 114 yields that ƒ is Fourier transformable and that g = "f, so 
(92) hm цл, - ли ||7„ - 7||/ = о 
п—•оо 
We show that ƒ G BUN^Qp) For each m G N 
Pm ' | | (Яр--т , ) | | о < l imsupp m ' | | (/„ξ
ρ
--τ,)ΙΙο ( H 4) 
< l imsupp1 + ' sup{|í ,7n(s,<,<, ,<)| s G Qp, 
n—»oo 
i G s + pm-1Zp} (18 4,16 7) 
<р 1 + 'зир{|Ф,7(*,<,<, ,í)l s e Q p , < G s + pm" 1Zp}, 
as km ||7„ - / | | , = 0 
Now ƒ is uniformly differentiable, ("ƒ)' = 0, so 
(93) hm р т ' | Г ( Я р - - т , ) | | о = 0 
т—*оо
 г у 
Hence ƒ G BUN^Qp), and by (92) 
(94) hm \\f
n
 - / | | = 0 
η—*oo 
18.13. Proposi t ion. 
Lot к and I be positive integers and let ƒ G BUNl·.(Qp) Then 
Фо/.Фі/, ,Фл ƒ are zero at infinity 
Proof. Let i G N , 0 < t < t There exists a function g G BUNLjQp) such 
that ƒ = д (18 8) Then {gip-*ζ ) 1S constant on cosets of pnZp (9 9) and zero 
at infinity (112 in) Hence Φ,/ is zeio at infinity (16 4) As 
lim 11 (<7ζρ-»ζ ) — f\\k — 0 (17 4) we have that also Φ,/ is zero at infinity 
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18.14. T h e o r e m . 
Let к and I be positive integers. The linear span of the set of all characteristic 
/unctions of open compact subsets of Qp is dense in BUN^JQp) with respect 
to || | |. 
Proof. Let ƒ 6 BUNfoiQp) and ε > 0. Then / V - z , € BUN^Qp) for each 
η G N. Choose η G N such that 
\lf-ft,~z,\\k<t (18.13,0.8) 
and 
ΙΙ7-"(/ν·ζ,)ΙΙι<β· (17-4) 
Then for д := /Ép—z, 
(95) I I / - ill < e-
As 'g G BUN{k)(Qp), there exists an m G N such that (18.13,0.8) 
(96) Ι Γ < 7 - ν ί
Ρ
- " · ζ , | | / < £ 
and (17.4) 
(97) ir*-TffV-z,)IU<ff· 
Then Λ := M_ !*("(/ íp-mz ) is constant on cosets of pmZp and has its support 
in p~nZp. Also (96,87) 
II? - 'ΊΙ < IP 'я - Г я • V-z,)IU ν ir* - 'д • ν-ζ,ΙΙ/ 
(98) < ε, 
so 
| | / - Л | | < с (95,98) 
19. T h e convolution algebra 
19.1. In section 18 we considered the structure of BUNfcJQp) as a normed 
space. We now show that it is also an algebra with respect to both pointwise 
multiplication and convolution and that the Fourier transformation is an algebra 
isomorphism (theorem 19.8). 
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19.2. Lemma. 
Let f, g e BUNfaiQp). Then '(fg) = ~f*~g and "( ƒ *g)='f~9-
Proof. 
The expressions above are well-defined as f, g,"f and 'g are elements of 
BUNfaiQp) (18.8), a subspace of BC¡(Qp) (18.13). 
The equality "(f*g) = "ƒ ·~<7 is trivial (15.6), so we only prove that *(/y) = "f *'g 
for each f,g G BUN^iQp). 
Because of the continuity of the Fourier transformation, the mapping 
(f,g)"V9) 
from (St/TVA^Qp))2 into the space of all continuous functions on Qp is contin-
uous. 
The transformation 
(ƒ> 9)^"f* '9 
from (BUNhJQp))2 into the space of all continuously differentiable) functions 
on Qp is also continuous (18.10 and 15.6). 
Hence it is sufficient to show that "(fg) = "f *~g for all ƒ and g in a dense subspace 
of BUN^JQp), say the linear span of the set of all characteristic functions of 
open compact subsets of Qp (18.14). Then for such ƒ,g and all s G Qp: 
' я)(') = f(-')g(-s) (13.3) 
= '-f(s)""g(s) (13.3) 
= Xf*'9)(s). 
As the functions "(fg) and "f * "g have compact support (9.9) and the restric­
tion of the Fourier transformation to the space of all continuously differentiable 
functions with compact support is injective, we have "(fg) = "f * "g. 
19.3. Let 1 < m < /. Then BUN^Qp) is an ideal in BUN^
m)(Qp) with 
respect to pointwise multiplication: 
19.4. T h e o r e m . 
Let k,l and m be positive integers and iet f G BUN^JQp), g G Bt/JV(*m4(Qp). 
Then 
i. f9 G BUN^^Qp), 
ii. | |-(/»)||l+m-l < р 4И7І|іІЫІт. 
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Proof. 
i. For each positive integer n: 
р
(п
-
1)(
'
+т
-
1)
ІГ(М
Р
-т,)ІІо 
< P ( n- 1 ) ( '+ m- 2 ) ·Ρη-ιΙΙ4Μρ-τ,)ΙΙο 
<Р(п-1)('+т-2)РІГ(Мр--т,)І|і (18.4) 
< p(n-W+m-V • Р|Г(Я
Р
-.Т,) * -(ί*
Ρ
-τ,)ΙΙι (19.2) 
< Ρ2 •¿-1Х'+'"> ·Ρι-η\Γν*ρ-τ,)\\ι -^-ΊΓίίίρ-τ,)!!! (15.6) 
< Ρ2 · ρί-^ΊΓί/€ρ-τ
Ρ
)ΙΙο · ρ(η-1),ηΙΓ(5ίρ-τ,)ΙΙο (9.9) 
so 
п
1іті/п-1)('+т-1)ІГ(Ж,--т,)І|о = 0. 
ii. By 18.4 
ir(/<7ÍzJllo < ΡΙΓ(ΜΖ,)ΙΙΙ 
<ρ|Γ(/ίζ
Ρ
)*-(^ζ
Ρ
)||ι (19.2) 
<АШЬ
г
)\\іШг,)\\і (w-e) 
<Ρ2 |Γ(/ίζ,)| |ο|Γ(<7ίζ,)| |ο. (9.9) 
The statement now is a direct consequence of (91) and the inequalities above. 
19.5. We have a similar result for the convolution: 
19.6. Theorem. 
Let k,l and m be positive integers and let ƒ G BUN^iQp), g G BUNßiQp). 
Then: 
i. f*geBUNtfm-l(Qp), 
п. |1/*я||*+т-1<р41ШЫЫ1(· 
Proof. 
i. By 18.8: 
7 € BUN¡k)(Qp), 'g G BUN^Qp), 
so by 19.4: 
'f-geBUNÍb+^Qp). 
Hence 
(99) rf-'g)eBUNßm-l(Qp). 
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But 
= M-1(f*g), 
so by (99) and 17.5 
f*geBUNtfm-1(Qp). 
ii. Follows in a similar way from 19.4. 
19.7. The results 17.5, 18.12, 19.4, 19.6, 18.8 and 18.ll.ii now yield: 
19.8. Theorem. 
Let к ала I be positive integers. 
i. BUNbJQp) is a Banach space, closed under the transformations L
e
 and 
Md, where c, d G Qp, d φ 0. 
ii. BUNÌ'JQp) is an algebra with respect to both convolution and pointwise 
multiplication, while \\fg\\k,, < p4||/||fc,í||í/|U,i aiid||/*ff | |i,f < p4||/||it,i||ff||i,/ 
forallf^eBUN^Qp). 
iii. The Fourier transformation is an isometric algebra isomorphism from 
(BUNL(Qp),;\\ \\k,,)onto(BUNlk)(Qp),*,\\ \\l>k). Hence also from 
(BiwjjiQp),*,!! ikOonto^^/^Qp) , . , ! ! ||,it). 
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NOTES 
The number of each note refers to the paragraph in the text with the corre­
sponding number. 
N.3.4. A detailed study of the operator Soo can be found in Borm 1, sections 
2.3 and 3.1-3.6. We only describe Im S^ here. 
Let Q?3 be the space of all functions a : Z — • {0,1,... ,p— 1} provided with the 
topology of pointwise convergence. Then Q?3 is compact and the mapping 
oo 
У2 a>P' *-* (α»)ι€Ζ (я, G {0,1,· · · , ρ - 1}, lim a, = 0) 
* — ' —I—»oo 
ι = — oo 
is a continuous injection from Qp onto a dense subset of Q^0, so QjJ0 is a com-
pactification of Qp. Say Qp С Q^0· 
Then for each continuous function ƒ on Qp that is zero at infinity, the function 
M-iSoof has a (unique) continuous extension tr/ on Q^0. 
The operator σ is an isometry from the space of all continuous functions on Qp 
that are zero at infinity onto the space of all continuous functions ƒ on Q?° such 
that /(0) = 0 
The functions on Qp that have a continuous extension on Q^0 are 'almost peri­
odic': 
A continuous function ƒ on Qp is periodic, if there exists an η G Ζ such that 
oo oo oo 
for each s G Qp: ƒ( ^Z atP') = f( Σ α ·Ρ') ' where s = Σ α,ρ', α, G 
ι = —oo ι = — η ι = — οο 
{0,1,...,ρ— 1}, lim α, = 0. (Such a function is completely determined by its 
I—. —oo 
restriction to p _ "Zp.) 
A function on Qp has a continuous extension on Qï0 if and only if it is a uniform 
limit of periodic functions on Qp. 
N.4.6. Of course, instead of a generalization of the Volkenborn integral to Qp, 
one could think of a generalization to products Zp. Borm 7 deals with this 
subject and also in Borm 1, chapters 1.3 and 2.4 one finds some results (Fubini-
type theorems). 
For a more detailed treatment of the integral on Qp we refer to 
i. Borm 5. In this paper we compare two possible definitions of a Volkenborn 
integral on Qp: 
-An integral in the style of the improper Riemann integral, i.e. the integral 
of a function on Qp is defined as the limit of its restrictions to compact 
subsers 
5G 
-An integral in the style of Lebesgue, considering functions on Qp as limits 
of step functions. 
ii. Borm 1. This paper contains an extensive study of the integral on Qp in 
the style of Riemann, the integral which we use and discuss in the present 
monograph. The reader is warned that the notion of 'integrable function' in 
this monograph corresponds to the notion 'uniformly integrable function' of 
earlier publications of the author. The definition of an 'integrable function' 
in the sense of Borm 1 is found in that same paper (§2.1.2). 
N.8 .5 . A continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp is integrable if 
{ітг^ j L,(ftp-nZp)(t)dt 
exists uniformly in s e Qp. 
One might also consider the class of all continuously differentiable functions ƒ 
on Qp such that 
Hm í(L,f)íp-Zr(t)dt 
exists uniformly in s G Qp. This class appears to be unsuitable for our purpose, 
as for example it does not contain the characteristic function of Zp: 
/ ' 
and the functions £ρ-»ζ do not converge uniformly. (See also Borm 5.) 
N.8.6. There do exist functions ƒ on Qp such that L
s
 ƒ is pseudo-integrable for 
each s G Qp, while ƒ is not integrable: 
Let g be an almost periodic function on Qp in the sense of N.3.4 (or Borm 1), 
g φ 0. There exists a continuously differentiable function Pg on Qp, such that 
( P s ) , = ff,||Pff||i = IM|o(Schikhof2). 
Now set 
oo . 
n = l J 
Then ƒ is continuously diíTerentiable, | | / | | i < ρ||Ρ</||ι < РІЫІо. and ƒ is pseudo-
integrable, ƒ f(t)dt = ƒ Pg-Çzp(t)dt. By Bonn 1, theorem 3.4.7, L,f is pseudo-
integrable for each s G Qp, even ƒ Lsf(t)dt = ƒ f(t)dt. On the other hand 
ƒ' = g, so ƒ is not integrable, as a non-trivial almost periodic function cannot 
be zero at infinity (Borm 1, theorem 3.2.6). 
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Ν.8.7. The theory developed in 7.3-7.5 can be refined in order to find an 
explicit expression for ƒ M,f(t)dt — ƒ f(t)dt in terms of f' (s G Tp). In Borm 
1, theorem 1.5.4 this was done for continuously differentiable functions on Zp. 
For general (pseudo-)integrable functions on Qp however, such an expression is 
rather unwieldy and seems of little practical value. For that reason we restrict 
ourselves to estimates (7.5,8.7.i) and special cases (8.7.ii,iii). 
Theorem 8.9, proposition 8.6 and statement 8.7.ІІІ are in fact generalizations of 
5.3.І, 5.3.ІІ and 5.3.ІІІ. One easily verifies that the other statement of 5.3, saying 
that Soof is continuously differentiable, cannot be generalized in this way. 
For ƒ G BCo(Qp) (0.8) however, the indefinite sum Soo/ is continuously differ-
entiable and also ƒ f(t)dt = (Soof)'(O). We even have an 'integration by parts' 
theorem: 
- ƒ fg(t)dt = J fS^g^dt + J gS^fWdt (g, f e ВСЦЦ,)). 
FOT details, see Borm 1. 
N.8.8. As a result of 8.6 and 3.4.iv, we have for all integrable functions ƒ, that 
i f{s + t)dt = ƒ f(i)dt for all s € Qp if and only if ƒ' = 0. 
For pseudo-integrable functions the situation is different: In N.8.6 it is shown 
that there exists a pseudo-integrable function ƒ such that L, ƒ is pseudo-integr-
able for each s e Qp, and ƒ f(s + i)dt = ƒ f(t)dt for all s G Qp , while ƒ' ^ 0. 
N.9.5. In Borm 6 one finds the following definition (2.1.1): 
Let V С Qp. A continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp is V-Fourier 
transformable if the sequence (n G Ν) 
ƒ„ : x н- / f(t)at(t)dt (χ G V) 
converges pointwise to a function " / o n V. 
So a continuously difierentiable function ƒ on Qp is Qp-Fourier transformable 
iff the functions fa
x
(x G Qp) are pseudo-integrable. (In that paper the term 
'uniformly Fourier transformable function' is used for the notion 'Fourier trans­
formable function' in this monograph.) 
The reason for considering (uniformly) Fourier transformable, rather than Qp-
Fourier transformable functions is threefold: 
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i. The properties of the Qp-Fourier transformable functions follow easily from 
the theory of the (uniformly) Fourier transformable functions (Borm 6, sec-
tion 2). 
ii. The latter functions have the pleasant properties 11.4 (integrability) and 
11.5 (stability under translations and dilatations). 
iii. The theory of the Fourier transformable functions covers a reasonably wide 
class of functions (11.7). Abo, the existing Fourier theories on Zp (Wood-
cock, Amice, Fresnel) fit in the theory. (See 10.2 and Borm 6, appendix 
C.) 
N.10.3. For details about the Fourier transformation on Zp and its applications, 
see Amice and Escassut, Borm 2,3,7, Escassut, Fresnel and De Mathan 1-5, 
Guerrraoui and De Mathan, Woodcock 1-7. 
N.10.7. We clearly have: 
Let ƒ be a continuously differentiable function on Qp with support in Zp. Then 
„Km s » p ( № ) - e f f f f f T , " ! = - 6 P-T,) = 0. 
For Ä-valued functions, where К is a finite extension of Qp, we have a stronger 
result (Borm 3, theorem 3.5). We quote it here for the case К = Qp: 
Let φ : Qp —* Cp be such that 
i. φ is bounded, constant on cosets of Zp, 
ii. for each ι G Qp and y G Tp : φ(χ) G Qp(a(a;)) and σ
ν
φ(χ) = ф(ух), where 
σ
ν
 is the continuous field automorphism on Qp(a(x)) such that σ
ν
α(χ) = 
a(xy). (See 12.2.) 
Then the following are equivalent: 
i. There exists a Qp-valued continuously differentiable function ƒ on Qp with 
support in Zp, such that *ƒ = φ. 
ii. There exists a continuous function g : Qp —+ Qp with support in Zp such 
that 
J . - P M . ) - ^ -''if-'i'1 : * 6 """^ = 0 · 
If the statements above hold, then g = ƒ ' . 
N.11.9. From Fresnel and De Mathan 1, theorem 2 one deduces easily that 
the image of the Fourier transformation contains all continuous functions on Qp 
with compact support. 
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N.12.1. A similar theory can be set up for functions that are K-valued, where 
К is a finite extension of Qp (Borm 6, chapter 1.2). 
In general, the properties of the Fourier transformation for К -valued functions 
are closely linked to the algebraic structure of K, in particular to its different. 
As an illustration, see Fresnel-De Mathan 4 (theorems 3 and 4), Woodcock 5 
(theorem 5.3) or Borm 2 (chapter 4). 
N.13.3. The correspondence between theorem 13.2 and proposition 13.3 is 
somewhat ambiguous: 
Let 
oo 
n = l 
Then h satisfies the conditions of the proposition, so also those of the theorem. 
It follows easily that also 
ƒ :=a/» 
satisfies the conditions of 13.2. But it does not satisfy the conditions of the 
proposition: 
Let g(s) := sf(s) (s G Qp), then 
lim \Фія(р-п,р-п +s)\ = |1 - a ( l ) | > p " 1 . 
n—»00 
(On the other hand, one cannot simply drop the condition in 13.3 that Φι(/ be 
zero at infinity: for ƒ := 5Z Pn£p-»+z w e have that ƒ and Φι/ are zero at 
n = l 
infinity, but it can be shown that "ƒ is not continuously differentiable.) 
N.14.7. In Borm 6 the following is proved. 
The eigenvalues of the restriction of the Fourier transformation to BU NhJQp) 
(18.2) are +1,-1,+»',-«', where i£ Cp, i2 = - 1 . 
The eigenspaces are 
{ƒ + 7 : ƒ e BUN^iQr) , ƒ even} (+1), 
{f-J-.feBUN^iQ,,) . / e v e n } (-1), 
{ƒ - Γ ƒ : ƒ G BUN^iQp) , ƒ odd} (+»), 
{ƒ + f ƒ : ƒ € BUNfaiQ,) , f odd} (-І) . 
The continuous spectrum is empty. 
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Ν.15.6. We have the following corollary of theorem 15.6 (Borm 6, corr. 1.4.9). 
There exists a unique binary operation ® on the space BCo(Qp) of all continuous 
functions on Qp that are zero at infinity, such that 
f'®9' = (f*9)' (f,9 e BCl(Qp)). 
Then 
ll/®illo = ||/||o|W|o (ƒ,</€ BC7o0(QP)), 
and BCo(Qp) is a commutative Banach algebra with respect to ®. 
N.16.2. Notice the following theorem: 
Let ƒ be a ik times continuously differentiable function on Qp. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
i. f is к times uniformly differentiable, 
ii. JKm )Sup{|<fc l/(si,S2>",Si+i)-$i/(s.s, •.•.*)l : * € Qp. 
Sj Gs + pnZp} = 0 for all i € { 0 , 1 , . . . , Jfc}. 
iii. Jirn^8ир{|Ф4/(5і,S2,...,Sk+i)-$kf(s,s,...,s)\ : sG Qp, 
Sj;es + pnZp} = Q 
(The inclusions i —*• ii —• iii are trivial, iii —• ii follows by a slight generalization 
of Borm 6, proposition B.7, and ii —• i follows by a generalization of Schikhof 1, 
lemma 7.2.І.) 
Hence definition 16.2 can be restated as follows. 
Let к be a positive integer. А к times continuously differentiable function ƒ on 
Qp is к times uniformly differentiable if 
lim 8ир{|Фіь/(«і,52,...,5і+ і)-Фі/(в,в, . . . , s ) | : s € Qp.Sj 6 s + pnZp} = 0. 
A continuously differentiable function ƒ : Qp —• Cp is uniformly differentiable if 
lim вир{|Фі/(*і, ea) - Φι Я * . *) | : * e Qp, s¿ € s + pnZp} = 0. 
η—*oo 
In Schikhof 1, a chapter is devoted to uniform difierentiablility. The above 
theorem now yields that a function ƒ on Qp is uniformly differentiable in the 
sense of this monograph if and only if it is uniformly differentiable in the sense 
of Schikhof and ƒ and Φ ι / are bounded. 
In Borm 6 one finds a more extensive study of к times uniformly differentiable 
functions. (Here the term к times boundedly uniformly continuously differen­
tiable functions is used, see definition 1.6.4 ofthat paper.) 
N.16.4. For a more general version of the last statement of proposition 16.4 see 
Borm 6, proposition B.8. 
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Ν.16.7. Using the technique in 16.6-16.7 it is possible to show (Schikhof 2, 
theorem 29.12): 
Let ƒ : Qp —* Cp be a bounded function such that 
sup{|(s - <)-*(ƒ(*) - ƒ(<))! : ; t G Qp, s φ <} < oo. 
Then ƒ is к times continuously differentiable with zero derivative if and only if 
lim (« - «)-'(ƒ(*) - ƒ(<)) = 0 for each α e Qp. 
Also, ƒ is k times uniformly differentiable with zero derivative if and only if 
lim sup{|(s - <)"*(ƒ(β) - ƒ ( 0 ) | : β, < G Qp, 0 < |s - ί| < ρ""} = 0. 
N.17.5. If for а к times uniformly differentiable function ƒ the statements iii 
and iv of the theorem hold, then it does not follow that ƒ G BUCfr^Qp): take 
ƒ := Σ P ^ P - ' + Z , (/ = 1). 
n = l 
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S A M E N V A T T I N G 
ρ-A dis che Fouriertheorie 
In het proefschrift wordt een Fouriertheorie ontwikkeld voor functies gedefinieerd 
op het lichaam van de p-adische getallen Qp, met waarden in Cp, de completering 
van de algebraïsche afsluiting van Qp. 
De Fouriergetransformeerde 'f van een geschikte functie ƒ op Qp wordt daarbij 
gegeven door 
*ƒ(*):= Jf(tMxt)dt (iGQp), 
waarbij de integraal ƒ een generalisatie is van de integraal van Volkenborn en α 
een vast karakter met open kern en waarden in Cp. 
De Fouriergetransformeerde van een functie is begrensd en continu, en met ƒ 
zijn ook de functies 11-> f (et) en 11-> f(c +1) transformeerbaar. 
Voor geschikte ƒ geldt verder dat ~'f(t) = ƒ(—<)· 
De Fouriertransformatie 
f »'f 
is een niet-injectieve, continue lineaire afbeelding. Zij induceert een convolutie 
* met de eigenschap dat 
4/* ff) = 7-V 
Bepaalde ruimten van "snel" Fouriertransformeerbare functies blijken nu alge­
bra's te zijn voor zowel de convolutie als de puntsgewijze vermenigvuldiging, met 
de Fouriertransformatie als isomorfisme. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
"p-Adic Fourier Theory" 
van 
George Borm 
1. De stellingen bij een proefschrift moeten worden goedgekeurd door de 
promotor. Dat is jammer. 
2. Je leest vaak: "Onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat...". Soms betekent dit: 
"Een onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat...", maar ineestal:"Ik vind dat...". 
3. Instellingen en instanties die zeggen een zwaartepuntenbeleid te voeren 
zijn volksverlakkers. Ze hanteren een sterfhuisconstructie. 
4. Soms wordt een blanke bezoeker door een "traditioneel en onbedorven 
volk" erg gastvrij onthaald. Daaruit blijkt hoe prettig rijkdom en macht 
zijn. 
5. Gevaarlichten worden door automobilisten meestal gebruikt om gevaar-
lijke situaties te scheppen. 
6. Auto's krijgen steeds betere remmen. Voor wandelaars, fietsers en 
schuchtere mensen begint dat vervelend te worden. 

7. Alles1 is2 één3. Alle4 wijsheid5 komt6 uit7 het8 Oosten9. 
Bronnen: 
1. Atharva Veda 19.53. 
2. Albert Einstein. Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitäts-
theorie. 
3. Genesis 2.24. 
4. Koran 2.47. 
5. William Shakespeare. TVoilus and Cressida. 
6. Sigmund Freud. Abriss der Psychoanalyse: das Unbehagen in der 
Kultur. 
7. Bedieningsvoorschrift Radsun Alutherm C.V. ketel. 
8. Confucius. Ta Hio. 
9. Anke Persoon. Persoonlijke mededeling. 
8. Er komt geen vaste oeververbinding over of onder de Westerschelde. 



